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Abstract

Electromobility grasps increasing attention from researchers, governments, and
automakers, owing to the competency of electric and hybrid propulsion technologies
to address the main concerns in transportation: greenhouse emissions and dependency
on limited fossil fuels. Electricity storage systems (batteries and supercapacitors)
are crucial parts in electric powertrains, to achieve suitable driving performance and
range compared to conventional gasoline-empowered vehicles. However, available
technologies for electricity storage are yet under consistent development to acquire
power/energy density equivalent to the internal combustion engine (ICE). On the
other hand, power management strategies (PMSs), defining optimal power split
ratios and load scheduling in hybrid powertrains have proved a significant potential
to handle the limited capabilities of electric storage systems and hence promote
electromobility towards competitive performance levels.

The conflict between real-time applicability and solution optimality of power man-
agement methods is still an unresolved challenge in recent literature. The analysis
of state-of-the-art attempts to address this conflict sets forth situation-based PMS
(SB-PMS) as a promising approach, defining optimal situated control decisions for
hybrid powertrains in real-time at lower computational effort. However, SB-PMSs
suffer at two main deficits: first, limited local optimality of situated solutions; second,
lack of an optimal definition for vehicle states, in terms of multiple characteristic
variables (vehicle speed, power demand,..., etc.), to determine optimal situated solu-
tion for each state. Finding suitable solutions to these open challenges in SB-PMSs
contributes to the optimal control of electric and hybrid vehicles.

This contribution proposes a systematic approach to tackle the above-mentioned
problems of PMSs in HEVs. To this aim, an all-electric powertrain is considered in
this study, comprises a fuel cell, battery and supercapacitor. First, to address the
definition of vehicle state, a set of characteristic variables are selected based on their
significance in literature. These variables are depicted as axes in a multi-dimensional
space (grid-space), whereinto vehicle states can be mapped. Discrete levels of the
selected characteristic variables are optimized to achieve better representation of
vehicle states in grid-space. Consequently, optimal control decisions are defined
offline for vehicles states in grid-space using non-dominant sorting genetic algorithm
(NSGA-II). These optimal situated solutions are integrated to the online controller
using SB-PMS, to be applied in related vehicle situations. Different constellations of
selected variables defining vehicle states are investigated to achieve best performance
of SB-PMS. Second, to address the local optimality of SB-PMSs, online optimization
of the situated solutions is carried out using dynamic programming (DP) and
model predictive control (MPC). Defined vehicle states are implemented to generate
state space for DP, considering the synergy power from the supercapacitor as the
manipulated variable to achieve better optimality for limited look-ahead horizons.
On the other hand, MPC is implemented as a derivative-free optimization method to
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achieve better optimality for extended prediction horizons by iterating the situated
solutions. Both DP and MPC algorithms are adapted to suit real-time applicability
in terms of prediction length and computational steps during online optimization.

A comparative evaluation of the proposed methods is conducted using the global
optimal solution as reference. According to the obtained results, an improvement
of 11.19 % in energy efficiency can be achieved using SB-PMS. This achievement
can be enhanced up to 35.21 % considering pre-defined routes, which corresponds to
91.57 % of the global optimal solution. Besides, DP can significantly improve the
solution provided by SB-PMS up to 18.78 % by finding optimal control strategies
for short prediction horizons. Moreover, the acquirement of near-optimal solutions
in real-time is possible using MPC, achieving an improvement of 35.1 % in energy
efficiency (91.29 % of the global optimal solution).
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Kurzfassung

Die Elektromobilität wird mit zunehmender Aufmerksamkeit von Forschern, Regierun-
gen und Automobilherstellern beachtet, da die elektrischen und hybriden Antrieb-
stechnologien die wichtigsten Probleme im Transportsektor (Treibhausgasemissionen
und Abhängigkeit von begrenzten fossilen Brennstoffen) angehen. Stromspeicher-
systeme (Batterien und Superkondensatoren) sind wichtige Bestandteile von Elek-
troantrieben, um im Vergleich zu herkömmlichen benzinbetriebenen Fahrzeugen eine
angemessene Fahrleistung und Reichweite zu erreichen. Die verfügbaren Stromspe-
ichertechnologien mssen jedoch noch konsequent weiterentwickelt werden, um eine
vergleichbare Leistungs- und Energiedichte zu erreichen. Andererseits haben Power
Management Strategien (PMSs), die optimale Leistungsverhältnisse, Betriebsgrenzen
und Lastverteilung in Hybridantrieben definieren, ein erhebliches Potenzial bewiesen,
um die begrenzten Fähigkeiten von elektrischen Speichersystemen zu nutzen und
damit die Elektromobilität auf ein wettbewerbsfähiges Leistungsniveau zu bringen.

Der Konflikt zwischen Echtzeit-Anwendbarkeit und Lösungsoptimalität von Power
Management Methoden ist in der jüngeren Literatur noch immer eine ungelöste
Herausforderung. Die Analyse modernster Ansätze zur Lösung dieses Konflikts
stellt das situationsbasierte PMS (SB-PMS) als vielversprechenden Ansatz dar,
der optimal situative Steuerungsentscheidungen für Hybridantriebe in Echtzeit bei
geringerem Rechenaufwand definiert. SB-PMSs leiden jedoch an zwei wesentlichen
Defiziten: erstens, begrenzte lokale Optimalität der situativen Lösungen; zweitens,
das Fehlen einer optimalen Definition für Fahrzeugzustände in Bezug auf mehrere
charakteristische Variablen (Fahrzeuggeschwindigkeit, Leistungsbedarf, ...., etc.), um
die optimal gelegene Lösung für jeden Zustand definieren zu können. Die Suche
nach geeigneten Lösungen für diese offenen Herausforderungen in SB-PMSs trägt
zur optimalen Steuerung von Elektro- und Hybridfahrzeugen bei.

Diese Arbeit schlägt einen systematischen Ansatz zur Lösung der oben genannten
Probleme von PMS in einem vollelektrischen Fahrzeug vor, dessen Antriebsstrang eine
Brennstoffzelle, eine Batterie und einen Superkondensator umfasst. Zur die Definition
des Fahrzeugzustands, werden zunächst eine Reihe von charakteristischen Variablen
anhand der Relevanz in der Literatur ausgewählt. Diese Variablen werden als Achsen
in einem mehrdimensionalen Raum (Grid-space) dargestellt, wobei Fahrzeugzustände
abgebildet werden können. Diskrete Werte ausgewählter Kenngrößen werden opti-
miert, um eine bessere Darstellung der Fahrzeugzustände im Grid-space zu erreichen.
Somit werden situative Steuerungsentscheidunge für Fahrzeugzustände im Grid-space
offline optimiert. Diese situativ optimalen Lösungen werden mittels SB-PMS in die
Online-Steuerung integriert und können bei entsprechenden Fahrzeugsituationen
eingesetzt werden. Verschiedene Konstellationen von ausgewählten Variablen, die
den Fahrzeugzustand definieren, werden untersucht, um die beste Leistung von
SB-PMS zu erreichen. Um die lokale Optimalität von SB-PMSs zu berücksichtigen,
wird die Online-Optimierung der gefundenen Lösungen mit Hilfe der dynamischen
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Programmierung (DP) und der modellprädiktiven Regelung (MPC) durchgeführt.
Definierte Fahrzeugzustände werden implementiert, um einen Zustandsraum für
DP zu erzeugen, wobei die Synergiekraft des Superkondensators als manipulierte
Variable berücksichtigt wird, um eine bessere Optimalität für begrenzte Vorher-
sagehorizonte zu erreichen. Auf der anderen Seite ist MPC als ableitungsfreie
Optimierungsmethode implementiert, um durch Iteration der situativen Lösungen
eine bessere Optimalität für erweiterte Vorhersagehorizonte zu erreichen. Sowohl
DP- als auch MPC-Algorithmen werden an die Echtzeit-Anwendbarkeit in Bezug auf
die Vorhersagelänge und Berechnungsschritte bei der Online-Optimierung angepasst.

Eine vergleichende Bewertung der vorgeschlagenen Methoden erfolgt anhand der
globalen optimalen Lösungv als Referenz. Nach den vorliegenden Ergebnissen kann
mit SB-PMS eine Verbesserung der Energieeffizienz um 11,19 % erreicht werden. Diese
Leistung kann unter Berücksichtigung vordefinierter Routen auf 35,21 % gesteigert
werden, was 91,57 % der globalen optimalen Lösung entspricht. Außerdem kann
DP die von SB-PMS bereitgestellte Energieeffizienz auf 18,78 % deutlich verbessern,
indem es optimale Steuerstrategien für kurze Vorhersagehorizonte findet. Darüber
hinaus ist das Erzielen von nahezu optimalen Lösungen in Echtzeit mit MPC möglich,
wodurch eine Verbesserung der Energieeffizienz um 35,1 % (91,29 % der globalen
optimalen Lösung) erreicht werden kann.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Recent global challenges

Environmental degradation due to the increasing greenhouse emissions from fossil
fuel combustion became a global concern in the last few years [OSR16]. The continual
rise in energy demand hastened a non-preceded rate of fossil fuel production as shown
in Figure 1.1. New discoveries of fossil fuel reserves have been constantly outweighed
by the depletion rate, leading to an evident decay of the global reserve. Despite
controversial anticipations of 50–70 years to the sufficiency of current reserve, it is
a matter of fact that the world is running out of fossil fuel in the upcoming few
decades and that promoting renewable energy resources has became an inevitable
necessity [US 19,HMA+15].
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Figure 1.1: Growth of global demand and production of oil with special focus on the
European outlook [D+19]

The transportation sector is the second largest consumer of fossil fuels as shown in
Figure 1.2(a). Internal combustion engines (ICEs) are dominant energy converters of
fossil fuels in more than 95 % of light-, medium-, and heavy-duty vehicles [EGLE18,
HMA+15]. Conventional ICE-propelled vehicles, beside their unfavorable dependency
on fossil fuel, are characterized with low well-to-wheel efficiency (9.2–13.3 %), due
to excessive thermal and mechanical losses (71–78 %). Hence, transportation sector
produces the largest amount of carbon dioxide; a combustion byproduct which
increases the concentration of greenhouse gases (Figure 1.2(b)). Finding suitable
alternatives to ICE-propelled vehicles became an urging requirement, that receives
particular attention from governments and researchers [US 19].
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Figure 1.2: Evolution of worldwide energy consumption and related carbon dioxides
intensity per sector — redrawn based on [US 19]

1.2 Hybrid and electric propulsion systems

Hybrid powertrains comprise two or more on-board power sources for propulsion
[EGLE18]. Such powertrains offer the advantage of flexible power split between
sources based on respective energy efficiency, thus reducing power losses and harmful
emissions compared to conventional vehicles. As a short-term solution, the ICE has
been considered as primary power source in many hybrid powertrains till reaching
out to comparable performance in all-electric vehicles as summarized in Figure 1.3.

Beside the ICE as primary power source, an auxiliary electric storage system (bat-
teries) for traction assistance is implemented in hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs).
Furthermore, grid electricity can be utilized to recharge on-board batteries plug-in
hybrids (PHEVs). Natural gas (NG) and synthesized biomass fuels (XTL, E5-15,
E85) can be used in ICEs to mitigate the dependency of fossil fuels and reduce
harmful emissions. Hybridized powertrains are characterized with lower fuel con-
sumption and extended mileage compared to conventional vehicles, thus considered
as short-term solutions towards clean and efficient transportation systems [HMA+15].

All-electric vehicles (AEVs) are propelled by pure electrified drive-lines. Primary
propulsion power is either generated on-board as in fuel cell vehicles (FCVs) or drawn
from grid as in battery electric vehicles (BEVs) [TT13]. Precluding the ICE, AEVs
could offer zero-emissions operation to modern transportation systems. In AEVs,
powertrain hybridization still plays a substantial role to count for different dynamic
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Vehicle

Fossil fuel Hybridized All-electric

Figure 1.3: Simplified relationship between energy resources, fuels, and types of
vehicles — redrawn and modified based on [HMA+15]

characteristics of electric sources, as per instant, utilizing supercapacitors (SC) to take
over fast dynamics of the power demand. Hybrid and electric propulsion systems have
been under consistent development over the last two decades to acquire competitive
performance as their ICE-based rivals. However, hybrid and electric vehicles still
represent less than 10 % of the global market due to many open challenges associated
to their full-scale application [HMA+15].

1.3 Problem statement and motivation

Despite the accelerating advances in batteries’, supercapacitors’, and fuel cells’
technologies, following challenges in electrified powertrains still need to be addressed:

• Electric energy storage systems, such as batteries and supercapacitors, have
substantially short lifetime compared to conventional ICEs [YGZ19]. Con-
sequently, replacement of degraded components leads to augmented running
costs of electrified powertrains [TT13,HMA+15].

• The well-to-wheel efficiency in electric powertrains is neither fossil fuel- nor
emissions-free, due to the dependency on coal and oil products in electric-
ity generation (see Figure 1.3). As a results, non-optimal scheduling of
charging/discharging cycles of on-board sources leads to degraded electric
efficiency [HMA+15].

• The infrastructure (grid loading and distribution system) in many countries is
still not fully prepared for a full-scale embracement of AEVs, setting forward
the significance of optimal load scheduling in such powertrains to avoid daily
peaks of electricity cost and excessive refueling times [HKR15].
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• Electric generation/storage systems are characterized with substantially lower
energy density compared to the ICE [YGZ19]. This puts forward hybridization
as prerequisite in electric vehicles to handle medium and high dynamics of
power demand. Besides, multiple on-board electric energy sources intensifies
the above-listed challenges [OSR16].

In the absence of a breakthrough in electric storage technology, a significant advance
in hybrid and electric powertrains could have been a long-term goal [SHM+17].
However, power management strategies (PMSs) have proven the ability to address
the above-mentioned challenges and achieve competitive performance of hybrid
powertrains as follows:

• Defining optimized synergy role of each power source to maximize the overall
operating efficiency, considering respective power density limitations [SDR16].

• Penalizing lifetime-degrading control decisions, i.a. deep discharging/charging
of the battery, to minimize running costs of electric components [OSR16].

• Defining trip-based plans, regulating on-board charge depletion to reach out
low-cost grid recharge points [YKM14].

The state-of-the-art methods in PMSs offer many solutions that promote a competitive
performance of hybrid and electric vehicles. The integration of artificial intelligence
(AI), intelligent transportation systems (ITS), and connected vehicles technology
extended the design boundaries of hybrid powertrains. However, bridging the gap
between the complexity of sophisticated PMSs, capable achieving optimal control
strategies, and the real-time applicability of such methods is still not sufficiently
addressed in existing PMSs [ZYD15].

The objective of this contributions is to investigate and improve the real-time
applicability of optimal-based PMSs due to related significant impact on resolving
the above-mentioned challenges in hybrid and electric vehicles. Proposing a novel
approach, that is capable of achieving near-optimal power management decisions
in real-time, contributes to better operation of HEVs. To this aim, a systematic
review on the state-of-the-art PMSs is presented and analyzed to give an insight
into the requirements, challenges, and novelties in PMSs; with a special focus on
optimal-based real-time methods. The findings of this survey are put forward as the
assets of new a concept for defining optimal power management in hybrid vehicles.
The developed concept is based on redefining the global optimum of the power
management problem into local situated optima. The optimized solutions can be
applied to related driving situations using rule-based control method to achieve
sub-optimal solutions. Moreover, online optimization using dynamic programming
(DP) and model predictive control (MPC), have been implemented to improve the
local optimality of situated solutions considering limited prediction horizon. The
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conflict between real-time applicability and the ability to yield near-optimal solutions
(by considering longer prediction horizons) in the proposed methods is particularly
addressed in this contribution.

1.4 Thesis organization

This thesis is organized as follows: in chapter 2, an overview on PMSs is given,
followed by an in-depth analysis of the literature to point out the challenges and
novel trends in real-time optimal PMSs. In chapter 3, the FCV model used in
this study is presented, with focus on the implemented experimental test-rig to
emulate the powertrain operation. The main contribution of this thesis is presented
in chapter 4, including three situation-based power management methods and a
comparative evaluation of proposed methods to point out the pros and cons of each
method. The summary, conclusion, and future steps of this contributions are given
in Chapter 5.
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2 Literature review on power management meth-

ods for HEVs 1

The figures, tables, and parts of the content presented in this chapter has been published
as a journal paper: ”Towards optimal power management of hybrid electric vehicles
in real-time: A review on methods, challenges, and state-of-the-art solutions” [AS18].

2.1 Introduction

Hybrid powertrains, encompassing two or more on-board power sources, deal with
different forms of energy to perform the required vehicle propulsion. Due to the
complexity of such powertrains, multiple perspectives have to be considered in the
development process to achieve the desired performance measures as illustrated
in Figure 2.1. In the design level, the set of design requirements and solutions
are contradictive. Therefore, initial determination of design goals and solutions
implies a base-line performance of the powertrain in the operation level. However,
implementing efficient control schemes, i.e. power management methods, in the
operation level can significantly reduce fuel consumption and emission rates, extend
vehicle mileage, and improve operation robustness [SHM+17].

Power-split
ratio

- Running cost
- Available degrees of freedom
- Vehicle mileage
- Onboard energy capacity

Output to operational level

Improvement to user level

- Improved fuel efficiency
- Extended mileage
- Retained lifetime
- Reduced harmful emissions

High mileage

Low initial and running costs

Reduce fossil fuel dependency

Increase system reliability

High onboard energy capacity

Reduce system complexity

Design
configuration

Component
sizing

Mileage extension

Fuel consumption reduction

Emission reduction

Conponents lifetime extension

Onboard charge sustenance

Efficiency maximization

Power
management

Safety and dynamic stability

Components
decoupling

Components
operating

limits

Energy
recuperation
commands

Engine
operating

points

Charge/
depletion

modes

Eco-driver
assistance

Power
synergy
levels

Hybridization degree
Micro-, mild-, full HEV, multi-source AEV

Powertrain topology
Series, parallel, complex, plug-in

Energy storage units
Battery, ultracap., flywheel, hydrogen

Energy generation units
Fuel cell, regen. braking, photocoltaic cells

Recharging technology
On-board (ex. fuel cells), off-board (Grid)

Control platform
Cloud-based, multi-layer, onboard-database

Common design requirements Design variables

Design level

User level

Objectives Control parameters

Operation level

Figure 2.1: Design goals and requirements of hybrid powertrains at design and
operational levels [AS18]

The interdependency between design objectives and operational requirements puts
forward the necessity of determining efficient development strategies to minimize

1Mathematical symbols in this chapter are exclusively implemented to explain the presented
content from literature and do not commonly apply to the proposed formulas in Chapters 3, 4,
and 5.
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tuning cost design variables. In this context, the conceptual review on reported
strategies reveals that development of HEVs falls into three main categories: design
configuration, component sizing, and power management strategies [OSR16]. Design
configuration and components sizing put more effort to define optimal drive-line
topologies and related components’ sizing of power generation/storage systems
[ERWL05]. Power management strategies, defining efficient control schemes, proved
a significant impact on improving powertrain performance at lower cost. Moreover,
in contrast to design configuration and components’ sizing , PMSs offers the ability
to target multiple objectives simultaneously or selectively during vehicle operation
[TT13].

Power management in hybrid powertrains is defined as the set of algorithms regulating
powertrain operation based on measured inputs and controlled outputs to achieve
predefined process goals [Sal07]. The objective of such control algorithms is the goal
or set of goals to be attained instantaneously or over a specified driving time. Power
management objectives include fuel consumption minimization, on-board charge
retention/depletion, emission reduction, driveability, and lifetime maximization of
drive-line components. Recently, further objectives have been considered such as
smooth gear shifting, minimizing drive-line vibration, handling and ride characteristics
of the vehicle. It is required from the power management method to achieve defined
objectives and accommodate the changes of vehicle driving conditions [SDR16].

The mathematical formulation of control methods in terms of inputs, outputs,
objectives, and constraints is referred to as the power management problem [Sal07].
The solution method, number of targeted objectives, and availability of inputs
(measured/estimated) affect the real-time applicability of such methods; as well as
the ability to approach near-optimal solutions. In this context, power management
methods in literature can be classified into two main categories: rule-based and
optimization-based methods as illustrated in Figure 2.2. In rule-based (RB) methods,
the control law is defined using deterministic on-off rules or using fuzzy-logic rules.
On the other hand, optimization-based (OB) methods implement optimal control
approaches to define the optimal control strategies for specific driving cycles. Global
optimality can be obtained using backward calculation in global optimization methods;
whereas in real-time, instant-wise control decisions can be defined based on minimizing
future cost over limited horizons [SDR16].

In the sequel, a review on power management methods in terms of mathematical
formulations, objectives, and problem constraints is introduced. This review aims to
point out the pros, cons, and challenges in each method. Consequently, an in-depth
analysis about the state-of-the-art trends to approach optimal solutions in real-time
is presented.
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Figure 2.2: Classification of power management strategies [AS18]

2.2 Rule-based power management methods

Rule-based PMSs are heuristic methods, in which the control law is defined as a
set of “if-then” rules to determine the control action [HSVDS07]. In HEVs, RB
methods are formulated using human expertise, intuition, operation boundaries, and
safety considerations. The main advantage of RB methods is the low computational
requirements, leading to their wide implementation in several commercial vehicles
like the Toyota Prius and the Honda Insight [ZYD15]. Rule-based methods can be
classified into deterministic and fuzzy RB.

2.2.1 Deterministic rule-based

Deterministic RB methods are formulated in terms of fixed rules. Briefly, engine
shut-off, power split ratios, or battery charging/discharging boundaries are defined
by specific values in the control algorithm [HSVDS07]. Deterministic RB methods
are explained as follows:

Thermostat (on/off) method This is a classical control method, based on
defining allowable working limits for the drive-line components. The main objective
of this control is to maintain the engine, electric motor, and battery working in
predefined operating ranges. The overall system efficiency can not be achieved
considering unplanned power demand. However, this method is widely used due to
its low computational requirements [EGLE18].

Power follower (baseline) method A well-known strategy that reformulates
the on/off algorithms in a more advanced, yet applicable strategy. The main idea is
to define different case-based control modules for the power management. In [CCC+],
four cases have been established for engine on/off status based on two levels of the
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battery’s state of charge SoCb and engine power as illustrated in Figure 2.3. The
engine operating point is mapped into leveled optimal points according to the power
demand and available energy in the battery. Simulation results in [CCC+] show an
improvement of engine efficiency; however, the overall fuel economy could not be
optimized compared to similar powertrains, which reveals the main disadvantage of
such engine-oriented control schemes.

Engine power

S
o
C

b

SoCb

max

min. max.

Region (A)
engine off

Region (B)
engine in previous state

Region (D)

if ( > )p pd batt

engine on;
else
engine off;

Region (C)
engine on

SoCb

min

Figure 2.3: Engine on/off rules in HEVs using power follower strategy — redrawn
based on [CCC+]) [AS18]

Modified power follower (adaptive RB) In this method, a step-wise decision-
taking process is performed. According to current operating conditions, a range
of acceptable solutions Ω1—Ωn are suggested for the next control action, based
on driver’s demand and operating constraints as shown in Figure 2.4. Selection of
the next control action is simply based on following predefined strategies in the
algorithm. A well-known application of adaptive RB (Ad-RB) method is presented
in [JWR], based on further development of the baseline method in [WCB99] using
Advanced Vehicle Simulator (ADVISOR). In [JWR], candidate points are evaluated
based on normalized constituent cost factors and overall impact minimization. The
method included emissions reduction as an optimized objectives; thus, nitrogen
oxides (NOx) have been reduced by 27 % at the cost of a slight increase of 1.4 % in
energy consumption.

Frequency-based approach The idea of using frequency analysis in PMSs is
based on decomposing the power demand into high- and low-frequency components
as shown in Figure 2.5. Implementing this principle is more relevant in drive-lines
equipped with high power density components (i.e. super/ultra-capacitors), which
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Figure 2.4: Exemplification of the working principle in adaptive RB method [AS18]

are capable of handling high dynamics of the power demand [TCD12]. Moderate load
dynamics are typically assigned to batteries, whereas low frequency components are
assigned to sources such as ICEs or fuel cells to mitigate aggressive transients of the
power demand [TCD12]. A hardware-in-the-loop experiment is conducted to validate
the frequency-based PMS presented in [KSS+14], achieving 5.9 % improvement in
fuel economy and 62.7 % reduction of soot emissions compared to the on/off control
method. Moreover, a significant mitigation of battery’s current could be achieved,
which lowered the average operating temperature by 3 ◦C.

Optimal point(s) tracking This method concurs with the baseline approach,
that both are formulated to target predefined efficient operating conditions of the
primary power source (ICEs of fuel cells); however in this approach, the operating
points can be tracked using an engine map with flexible precision levels (as an optimal
area, line, or single point). Selection of the optimal points is carried out at a higher
hierarchical level, then the power split between secondary power sources is regulated
according to the available energy and charging/discharging efficiency in each source.
In [PPP08], arbitrary local optima have been selected according to emissions and
efficiency maps of the engine, leading to 22.9 % improvement of fuel economy. This
principle is developed to track a line of multiple optima of ICEs in HEVs [AP09].
The new definition was based on merging constant battery power lines as contours
to the engine map, then a new optimal line is found on these contours based on
the solution of the optimal control problem. According to the results in [AP09],
a qualitative improvement of fuel consumption compared to the conventional line
tracking method could be achieved.
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Figure 2.5: Frequency-based decomposition of power demand into low, medium, and
high-frequency components [AS18]

2.2.2 Fuzzy rule-based methods

The implementation of fuzzy control in PMSs offers the advantages of output pro-
portionality to different operating conditions, ease of fuzzy rules tuning, and the
robustness to handle modeling errors and inaccurate measurements [LS98].

Basic fuzzy In this method, the controller implements the basic steps of fuzzy
logic (FL) to define suitable control strategies as follows [LS98]: first, the inputs are
fuzzified through membership functions. Second, power management decisions are
assigned to the fuzzified inputs using fuzzy rules. These rules are typically defined
based on human expertise and operating boundaries of drive-line components. Third,
the output values are defuzzified to deliver proportional control signals. An early
application of FL to control systems of HEVs is presented using load leveling principle
in [LS98]. Moreover, offline optimization of control parameters in the PMS could
substantially improve the performance of fuzzy-based PMS, achieving up to 20 %
reduction in fuel consumption compared to RB method [MM15].
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Adaptive fuzzy The performance of basic FL-based PMSs can be further enhanced
by adaptively tune control parameters according to vehicle operating conditions.
In [LW05], FL is implemented in an intelligent situation awareness agent (IEMA) to
classify vehicle’s driving conditions based on road type and driver behavior. Learning
vector quantization (LVQ) is implemented to recognize the driving conditions using
data history. According to the results in [WL05], an improvement of the overall
energy efficiency could be achieved using IEMA. In [ZX15], FL is applied to classify
five driving patterns in a group of driving cycles. Power management rules are
structured and optimized using DP for each classified pattern. The driving data from
receding 100 s are used for the pattern recognition process online. Energy saving
results from this application showed that the adaptive FL-PMS outperforms the
basic fuzzy method.

Predictive fuzzy Beside the advances in classical FL methods, prediction of
upcoming scenarios can be carried out using FL-predictive models. In [HS], FL is
implemented to anticipate upcoming driving conditions near future based on acquired
knowledge on traffic and road types. In [MM16], a perceptive model for versatile
driving conditions is developed based on four traffic congestion levels. Fuzzy logic
parameters are optimized off-line for every condition using genetic algorithms (GA).
Based on the results in [MM16], FL-predictive model is more adequate to define
optimal control decisions to varying real-life driving conditions rather than fixed
FL-PMSs.

2.3 Optimization-based power management methods

In OB PMSs, optimal control decisions are defined to minimize the cost function
over specific time horizon. From this perspective, these methods fall into two
categories: i) global optimization, considering a whole driving cycle, and ii) real-
time optimization, considering limited time horizons. Recent bibliometrics of PMSs
reveal that OB PMSs grasp more attention in research with a percentage of 56.7 %
compared to rule-based methods [ZYD15].

2.3.1 Global optimization

Global optimization methods are designed to attain the global optimum of a prede-
fined cost function for the whole trip based on a priori full knowledge about upcoming
driving conditions. Real-time application of these methods is unfeasible due to their
augmented computational load, but they rather serve as a benchmark solution for
analysis, tuning, and evaluation of other methods [ZCT+]. The application of these
methods can be conceptually categorized into dynamic and static optimization. In
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dynamic optimization, the control parameters are decisively determined. Optimal
values for these parameters at each time step are defined using backward calculation
to minimize the overall cost function [ZYD15]. On the other hand, static optimization
aims to find a fixed optimal value for each control parameter that achieves robust
reduction of the cost function at various operating conditions. A brief discussion on
global optimization methods is presented in the following.

Linear programming Nonlinear models of hybrid powertrains can be simplified
to mitigate the complexity of power management problems. Linearized models can
be easily solved by several solvers and hence achieve near optimal results at reduced
computational processes. In [TB], the convex optimization problem to minimize
fuel consumption in HEVs is simplified as a linear problem, considering constant
battery efficiency and neglecting voltage ripples and engine transients. In [WBB14],
the power split strategy, including power delivery and recuperation, is formulated as
a mixed-integer nonlinear problem as

min
T∑
k=1

N∑
i=1

x(k, i)pe
i/η

e
i , (2.1)

s.t.

j∑
k=1

f

(
pd(k)−

N∑
i=1

x(k, i)pe
i

)
≤ C ∀j = 1, . . . , T, (2.2)

N∑
i=1

x(k, i) = 1 ∀k, (2.3)

x(k, i) = {0, 1} ∀k, i, (2.4)

where T denotes total number of discrete time steps, N number of discrete power
levels, C the gap between initial and minimum state of charge of the battery SoCb,
pd(k) power demand at instant k , and pe

i and ηe
i the discrete power levels and

operating efficiencies. By calculating ∆SoCb apriori for every discrete power level in
terms of maximum, minimum, and initial values for SoCb as

SoCinitial
b − SoCmax

b ≤
T∑
k=1

∆SoCb(k, i) ≤ SoCinitial
b − SoCmin

b , (2.5)

whereto the optimization constraint in Equation (2.2) can be linearized, thus reducing
the problem to a mixed-integer linear programming one. Henceforth, numerous
efficient solvers can be implemented to find the global optimal solution. According
to the results in [WBB14], an improvement of 10–15 % in energy efficiency can
be realized using linear programming (LP) compared to the binary-mode strategy.
Nevertheless, due to the fact that complex powertrain models are not always possible
to be linearized, the application of this method is still limited.
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Dynamic programming Dynamic programming can be applied to solve different
optimization problems in discrete form based on Bellman’s principle of optimality
[Bel56]. The cost function can be calculated based on an arbitrary control policy
π = {υk}k=T−1

k=0 as

Jπ = gT (xF ) + φT (xT )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Final cost JT

+
T−1∑
k=0

gk(xk, υk) + φk(xk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Intermediate cost Jk

, (2.6)

where υk denotes the manipulated control and φT and φk are used to enforce
optimization constraints on the final state xT and intermediate states xk accordingly
[SAG10]. The intermediate cost Jk is calculated backwards in time for k = T − 1 to
K = 0 to find the optimal control policy π̄ that achieves minimal cost

J̄ = min
π∈Π

Jπ, (2.7)

where Π is the set of all applicable control policies defining power split ratios and
energy recuperation roles. A prerequisite to calculate the intermediate cost Jk is the
knowledge of upcoming driving scenarios [WDBS17]. This can be resolved in two
ways: deterministic and stochastic DP. First in deterministic DP (DDP), the driving
cycle is known in advance and Jk can be calculated as

gk(xk, υk) = ∆t· (
Y∑
i=1

Pi(xk, υk)), (2.8)

where Y represents on-board power sources (assuming a single objective for total
energy minimization) [WDBS17]. Second in stochastic DP (SDP), future operating
conditions are defined as a probability function P defining the transition from current
state xk to next state xk+1 as

Jk = g(xk, υk) + λ

N−1∑
xk=0

P(xk+1| xk) g(xk+1| xk, υk), (2.9)

where λ is a discount factor to ensure that Jk converges to a predefined limit
during back-stepping iteration [RGB]. The next state xk+1 and respective cost
calculation should not necessarily coincide with the predefined discrete states and
can be interpolated to nearest discrete point [SAG10]. Solution optimality in SDP is
inferior to DDP due to the limited knowledge of upcoming driving condition leading
to non-optimal control policies [RGB]. Nevertheless, due to higher computational
load and the fact that the solution is exclusively optimal for a given driving cycle,
DP is merely retained to provide benchmark solution for comparison, evaluation,
and tuning of other power management methods..
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Genetic algorithm Genetic algorithm (GA) is inspired by the evolution mecha-
nisms in nature to generate an efficient solution to the optimization problem based
on successive iterations of a random initial solution [MPG06]. The working steps of
GA can be summarized as follows: First, an initial set of solutions (chromosomes) is
postulated as a first population; second, values of cost function related to the first
population are evaluated with respect to a fitness function; third, the best solutions
are given a higher chance to develop (grow) and form the next generation. This proce-
dure is repeated up to the fulfillment of certain stopping criteria (results convergence
to a specific value or reaching a maximum number of iterations). The mechanism, in
which the next generation is established, is regulated by the operators of crossover,
mutation, migration, and extinction [DPAM02]. As a derivative-free optimization
method, GA is able to explore the space of all possible solutions casually and avoid
being trapped in local minima and therefore are favorable to solve unconstrained
multi-objective optimization problems in HEVs [CMX+14a].

Start

Initialize population POPi of size N

Cost fn. calculation-multiobjectives

Non-dominant population sorting

Crowding distance determination

Selection-Crossover-Mutation

Cost function calculation

Combined population

Stopping criteria ?

Pareto optimal solution

POPi = PRi ∪OSi,

where

size (PRi) = N/2, and

size (OSi)=N/2.

Max. no. of iterations,

min. tolerance, or

optimization goalYes

No

Figure 2.6: Illustration of working steps in non-dominant sorting genetic algorithm
to solve multi-objective optimization problems [AS18]

Non-dominant sorting GA (NSGA-II) is a simplified, yet efficient version of GA
[DPAM02]. In NSGA-II, both sub-populations of parents PRi and offspring OSi are
considered into the sorting mechanism as illustrated in Figure 2.6. Each individual
is evaluated according to a specific rank, indicating the convergence of respective
solution to the Pareto front for optimality and the crowding distance that reflects
the solution diversification [JT06]. The computational load of GA based on O(MN3)
is reduced to O(MN2). However, a main setback of GA is that it does not enable
designers to have an insight into powertrain behavior during the optimization, which
mitigates the ability to extract expertise-based rules [MPG06].
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Optimal control theory Considering a cost function J = f(x, u, t) for the power
management problem subject to the constrains

g1(x, u, t) ≤ 0, (2.10)

...

gn(x, u, t) ≤ 0, (2.11)

where n ≤ the number of state variables in x(t), an optimal control u∗(t) can be
defined using optimal control theory (OCL) as follows [PGD+02]: First, Lagrangian
multipliers (costates) are introduced as L = (λ1, λ2, ..., λn); second, the Hamiltonian
H of this optimization problem is defined as

H = f(x, u, t) + λ1g1(x, u, t) + λ2g2(x, u, t) + ...+ λngn(x, u, t); (2.12)

third, optimal control to J can be defined by finding u∗(t) and L that satisfy the
condition

Ou,L(H) = 0, (2.13)

such that

H(x, u∗, λ) ≤ H(x, u, λ), ∀ 0 ≥ t ≥ ∞. (2.14)

Defining optimal control strategies for FCV using OCT is investigated in [PGD+02]
compared to equivalent cost minimization strategy (ECMS), yet at reduced com-
putational effort. According to the results from [PGD+02] and [SSG+13], superior
optimality could be achieved using OCT. Besides, defined power split decisions by
OCT led to a smoother SoCb profile, which is a further advantage to avoid battery
degradation [PGD+02]. Nevertheless, estimation of initial value for L has a significant
effect on the method’s ability to converge to near optimal solutions in real-time
application, i.e. for unknown driving cycles. This problem has been tackled by online
adaptation of L using predefined situation-based values [DH].

Particle swarm optimization This is an evolutionary algorithm, inspired by
the behavior of intelligent swarms in nature to develop an optimization method for
nonlinear dynamic problems [PKB07]. Solutions to the power management problem
can be defined using particle swarm optimization (PSO) within a multi-dimensional
space, whereto a swarm of particles is generated. The movement (value change) of
each particle can be characterized by two variables: position and speed; and hence
adjusted for the best values of both the individual particles and the whole swarm
as a group [PKB07]. In [CXC16], optimal split ratios have been defined based on
five initial solutions and a limit of 100 iterations. The degraded ability of PSO to
converge to the global optimum has been particularly addressed in [SZZL17], using
dynamically changing inertia weight w = f(a, e), where e and a denote the particle
evolution and convergence respectively. This means that the range of position and
speed change of each particle was adapted to the solution closeness to the global
optimum achieving 15.8 % reduction of fuel consumption compared to classical PSO.
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Further methods Other attempts to solve the power management problem are
still in the early exploration phase or not robustly tested at various operating
conditions. Game Theory (GT) is a mathematical approach, initially presented
to economics, that depends on learning, understanding, and predicting human
behaviors [DK14]. The behavior of different energy sources in HEVs can be modeled
as a multi-agent game system, where Nash equilibrium between these agents denotes
the optimal power split ratio [DK14]. The solution is relatively less dependent on
the driving cycle; however, GT is less applicable to vehicular control schemes due
to the dependency on human behavior expectation and the nonlinearity of complex
powertrain models. Space exploration and uni-modal region elimination (SEUMRE)
is a stochastic method based on spreading sampling points to explore the solution
space and predict where the global solution may exist [YZD11]. Using SEUMRE
enabled faster convergence to optimal solutions of nonlinear problems, compared to
gradient-based optimization methods. However, due to the randomness of samples
spread, the obtained solution suffers from inaccuracy and sub-optimality [YZD11].

2.3.2 Real-time optimization

In real-time optimization methods, the optimal control problem is solved online con-
sidering a limited look-ahead horizon [ZYD15]. In general, mathematical formulation
of such methods is designed to suit real-time application in terms of computational
requirements and memory resources. A brief review on these methods is given in the
sequel.

Equivalent cost minimization strategy Equivalent cost minimization strategy
(ECMS) is based on converting the on-board electric energy into equivalent fuel
consumption using equivalent factors [PDG+]. The key challenge in ECMS is to
estimate these equivalent factors accurately considering individual components’
efficiencies and transient dynamics of each power sources. In the early version of
ECMS, powertrain components have been assumed to have constant efficiencies
(mean value), then the cost Ctot(gr(t), Te(t)) is defined as

Ctot = CICE(gr(t), Tth(t)) + Ceq(gr(t), Tth(t)), (2.15)

where CICE and Ceq denote fuel consumption of the engine and equivalent fuel
consumption of the electric motor respectively. Design variables of this problem are
the torque demand Tth(t) and gear number gr(t). The equivalence of electric energy
is calculated considering different charge/discharge process of the battery as

Ceq (gr(t), Tth(t)) =


SFCrech· pe(ωe, Te)
η̄e· η̄b· 3.6· 106

∀ Te < 0,

SFCdis· pe(ωe, Te)· η̄e· η̄b
3.6· 106

∀ Te ≥ 0,

(2.16)
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where SFCrech and SFCdis denote the mean specific fuel consumption for battery
recharge and discharge processes respectively, η̄e and η̄b the mean operating efficiency
of the battery and electric motor respectively, and pe the motor power at torque
Te and speed ωe [PR07]. Finally, the optimization goal is defined as minimal cost
Ctot(gr(t), Te(t)) over a limited time horizon. The obtained results from certain
driving cycles show the ability of ECMS to yield a near optimal solution compared
to DP at lower computational requirements [PR07].

Due to the fact that estimated values of the equivalence factors directly influences
the performance of ECMS, two attempts have been proposed to tackle this problem:
first, defining optimized static values for the equivalence factors; second, dynamic
update of the estimated values for such factors. The former attempt is a typical
static optimization problem that can be solved using DP or GA [PP12]. The latter
attempt can be classified into three subcategories: first, utilizing a correction term
for the offline optimized factor using feedback control [PL13]; second, considering
dual equivalent factors for charging/discharging cases and a probability factor based
on current and expected electric energy depletion [SBG04]; third, implementing a
multi-dimensional LUT using the current information of vehicle load [MRGS05],
position [ZV], speed [SSH17], or trip length [ZV12].

Pontryagin’s minimum principle As a special case of the Euler-Lagrangian
equation, Pontryagin’s minimum principle (PMP) is found suitable for solving
state-constrained problems in real-time under some reasonable postulates [Gee07].
Formulation of the optimization problem and the condition of optimality conforms
with optimal control theory is explained in Equations (2.11)–(2.14). However, for
limited horizon optimization, i.e. 0 ≥ t ≥ T , the problem becomes much simpler
and can be solved in real-time [Gee07]. Determination of the initial costates is an
important aspect in PMP, which affects the convergence to the optimal solution in
real-time. Online correction of the initial costates is proposed in [KKBK08] using
an observer-based feedback control to reduce cost estimation error. In approximate
PMP (A-PMP), a convex approximation of the Hamiltonian is proposed, achieving
6.96 % reduction of fuel consumption in a PHEV compared to the conventional
PMP [HOXW14].

Model predictive control Model predictive control (MPC) is an efficient online
optimal control method, used to iterate manipulated variables of the controlled
system to achieve minimal value of a predefined cost function [CA98]. Considering
an arbitrary system description in state space

x(k) = A(k − 1) +Bu(k − 1), (2.17)

y(k) = Cx(k), (2.18)
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the working steps of MPC can be summarized as follows: First, a control policy for the
upcoming N steps µ = {u(k), u(k+1), ..., u(k+N−1)} is defined; second, the system
output is predicted based on µ for the look-ahead horizon as ỹ; third, µ is iterated
to minimize the cost function of the optimal control problem. Typically, the cost
function is defined as quadratic weighted-sum of both control error ‖ y(k)− ỹ(k) ‖
and change in input energy ‖ u(k)−u(k− 1) ‖. The optimal control task is solved in
parallel using an integrated optimization approach. The optimal control µ̄ is applied
at current step k, the moving horizon is shifted one step, and the above-explained
steps are repeated for the shifted horizon [CA98,  Law14].

Attractive features of MPC include the ability to handle complex constraints and
to operate hybrid powertrains closer to system boundaries, which increases the
optimality of provided solutions [CA98]. Moreover, MPC outperforms instantaneous
optimization methods, i.e. ECMS, considering longer prediction horizons [ZYD15].
In [Ban14], MPC proved the ability to achieve 96 % of the global optimality obtained
by full-DP, given an accurate prediction of upcoming driving conditions. Besides,
real-time applicability of MPC is a significant advantage that promotes its integration
to many online optimization-based PMSs [HWK+17].

Adaptive dynamic programming Dynamic programming, as an efficient op-
timization method, received further modifications to suit real-time applicability.
Adapted DP (ADP) methods are those, where the main DP algorithm is simplified
to mitigate the computational load in real-time application [AS18]. Iterative DP
(IDP) is an approach that uses relatively coarse grids for both system states and
control vector to determine optimal control policies for the next iteration [Luu90].
These grids are refined through progressive iteration steps to achieve the global
optimal fuel saving (29.76 % compared to RB method) at substantially reduced
computational steps and memory requirements. The optimal control strategy found
by IDP is applied in real-time using neural networks achieving a sub-optimal result
of 24.6 %. The drawbacks of this method is that the inherited control strategy from
IDP to real-time application is related to a specific driving cycle. Small changes in
traffic, even for fixed-route buses, can entirely change the driving profile [WZY+12].

In [JLM], a multi-rate DP is introduced, where slowly evolving dynamic states, e.g.,
battery thermal states, can be handled at different rates than faster state as load
dynamics. In [GLP08], a dual-scale DP performs two optimization problems based
on an advanced traffic model. On the macro-scale, a global optimal SoCb profile is
found for the whole trip; whereas in real-time, the route is divided into nearly equal
segments, for which the micro-scale DP solves a limited horizon optimization problem
to find optimal control parameters to follow the trajectory of ¯SoCb. Artificial neural
networks (ANN) are implemented in neural DP (NDP) to reinforce the algorithm
making optimal decisions [BG]. However, the offline learning time of ANN is relatively
long. The principle of limited horizon DP is further developed based on a generic
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definition of vehicle states in terms of power demand and speed dynamics of the
vehicle [ASb,ASc]. The obtained results in [ASc] show better fuel economy compared
to adaptive RB methods and close to the global DP solution.

Extremum seeking Extremum seeking (ES) is a model-free real-time optimal
control method that differs from classical control paradigms in that stability is not
exclusively addressed in its formulation [KH00]. The method is based on stimulating
unknown system plants using periodic excitation inputs, then using the system
output to probe the gradient and seek the minima/maxima at the zero-gradient
locations [LK12]. As shown in Figure 2.7, the method employs a perturbation
sinusoidal signal sin(ωt) to stimulate the nonlinear system f(θ) then measure its
output. This output is filtered using a washout filter before being manipulated
with the same sinusoidal signal to estimate the static gradient of the plant f ′(θ). A
final integrator is then applied to estimate θ̂(t) such that a zero-gradient, i.e. local
minimum of f(θ), is achieved [LK12].

s
s+h− k

s

f(θ) •
y

sin(ωt)asin(ωt)

θ̂

Figure 2.7: Working scheme of extremum seeking (ES) algorithm — redrawn based
on [LK12]) [AS18]

The application of ES in FCVs is comparatively analyzed in [ZRADG17] using three
different types of filters namely: first-order, high-pass, and band-pass filter to regulate
a charging/discharging policy for the batteries. According to the experimental
validation using a hardware-in-the-loop (HiL) tes-trig in [ZRADG17], ES proved
the ability to track the optimal trajectory of SoCb defined by DP. Moreover, the
band-pass type proved better ability to reduce load dynamics applied to the fuel
cell and hence improve the durability of the energy storage system. In [Biz17], the
gradient probing step is improved by using an adaptive static map . To this aim,
two factors are used to modify the optimization surface of the static map, such that
the optimal points achieve current required goals i.e., range extension, efficiency
maximization, or maximum power delivery based on route conditions and next
refueling stations. Results comparison to basic RB strategy showed an improvement
of energy efficiency by 1–2.1 % depending on the weighting factors.
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Robust control The principle of robust control (RC) is implemented handle
systems with uncertain or unknown models, disturbance inputs, noisy or inaccurate
measurements, and high-order nonlinear dynamics in order to maintain higher
stability and robustness of the system [PR07]. This method is based on flexible
exploration of design parameters to achieve the desired output and mitigate the
system’s sensitivity to the multiplicative effect of unknown disturbance inputs. In
HEVs, H2, H∞, and linear matrix inequalities (LMI) are typical RC methods to be
applied in power managements of HEVs [PR07].

In [PR07], RC is implemented to solve the power management problem in a parallel
HEV, in which the chemical energy (fuel in the tank), electric energy in terms of SoCb,
and total power consumption are defined as state variables. The obtained results
in [PR07] revealed inferior performance of RC compared to ECMS; however, better
results could be obtained when the electric synergy is omitted in pure-diesel mode.
The inherit disadvantages of RC are the complexity of problem formulation, heavy
online computations, and the inability to yield near-optimal solutions robustly [PR07].

2.4 Analysis of the literature review

It can be inferred from the reviewed literature, that designing optimal power manage-
ment methods for real-time applications grasps more attention in recent publications.
Such methods are aimed to address hardware limitations in HEVs, meet driveability
requirements, and realize the desired energy efficiency of electrified powertrains in
real-time. Thus, real-time optimal PMSs are particularly analyzed in the sequel.

2.4.1 Subsidiary adaptation approaches

The main drawbacks of classical RB methods are the fixed formulation and mild
flexibility to suit different driving conditions. On the other hand, optimization-based
methods are less applicable in real-time due to their excessive computational load.
A set of subsidiary adaptation approaches have been integrated to both methods
in literature to increase their functionality in real-time application as illustrated in
Table 2.1.

These adaptations approaches can be divided into five main categories:

• Rules optimization is performed in RB methods (deterministic and fuzzy) to
increase the robustness of such methods against variation of driving conditions.
This can be realized by defining optimal values of the control parameters (quan-
titatively) or defining the optimal structure of the control vector (qualitatively)
i.e., optimal set of control parameters to achieve balanced performance at
different driving conditions.
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• Multi-rate computing is applied to different optimization-based methods (i.a.
DP and MPC) to mitigate the complexity of optimization process as two
sub-problems, whereto suitable processing rates can be assigned. The assigned
computational rate can be fixed for predefined cases (slow or fast) or adaptive
to the length of the look-ahead window to find instantaneous (short-term)
optimal solutions or strategic (long-term) ones.

• Pattern recognition is used to apply certain optimized control modules based on
recognized situations. Those patterns comprise driver style (calm, aggressive,...,
etc.), road type (urban, highway), or specific routes. Pattern recognition is
typically performed using fuzzy logic rules, NN, or other sophisticated machine
learning approaches.

• Prediction of upcoming driving conditions is used in stochastic optimization
methods (i.a. MPC and PMP) to find optimal control strategies for a limited
look-ahead horizon. Typically, Markov process is implemented to develop
predictive models based on statistical driving data. In addition, observers/
Kalman filters are used to estimate the SoC trajectories, so that an optimal
power split strategy can be defined accordingly.

• Intelligent traffic systems are a state-of-the-art communication technologies,
which offer useful information about traffic, speed limits, and refueling options.
They are also referred to as Vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication; under
which, Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V), Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G), Vehicle-to-Interface
(V2I), and more other communication protocols can be found. The knowledge
offered by ITS enables better planning of vehicle control strategies to utilize
the on-board energy efficiently.

2.4.2 Integration scheme to different power management methods

Presented adaptation approaches are implemented in real-time optimal PMSs to
achieve two main requirements: reducing computational load and increasing the
methods’ ability to search and find optimal solutions to the power management
problem in real-time. From this perspective, different PMSs are sorted out in
Figure 2.8 considering their computational load, solution optimality, and integrated
adaptation approaches. The ability of each method to achieve near-optimal results is
based on the comparative analysis in the concomitant literature. The computational
load is expressed in terms of the associated mathematical operations of each method
[AS18].

In region-I (Figure 2.8), methods based on classic conditional programming could
be improved by defining nested case-based modules to apply optimized control
parameters. These cases are correlated to specific load levels, driving patterns, or
power dynamics [JWR,KSS+14]. Moreover, a simple nearest-optimal point selection
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can be defined within deterministic rules using look-up tables [PPP08,AP09]. The
same principle applies to fuzzy-based methods where adaptive and predictive fuzzy
methods could achieve a significant reduction in fuel consumption [MM15, ZX15,
MM16].

Methods in region-II are based on limited horizon optimization to minimize the
instantaneous equivalent cost and hence yield near optimal solutions in real-time.
Pattern/route recognition is conducted to update the equivalent factors used in
PMP and ECMS to calculate the instantaneous cost [HOXW14,SSH17]. Adaptation
of computing rate is widely applied to MPC [GTKD17] and adaptive/stochastic
DP [RGB, ASb]. More focus on some methods of region-II is given in the sequel.
In region-III, global minimum of the power management problem is defined by a
systematic step-by-step calculation backwards in DDP [WDBS17], by evolutionary
algorithms [LLK14, SZZL17, MMM15], or by linear optimization [DGP+]. These
methods are used to provide benchmark solutions for evaluation and analysis of other
methods.

2.4.3 Towards optimal power management in real-time

Attempts to improve PMSs in region-II (Figure 2.8) receive a significant efforts
in recent literature, due to both attractive features of such methods: real-time
applicability and the attainability of near optimal solutions [ZYD15]. As illustrated
in Table 2.2, offline rules optimization has been applied to RB, ECMS, and PMP
methods to mitigates the dependence of solution optimality on driving conditions
change (quantitatively or qualitatively) [PHX17,WXH,LPJL] and to define situatively-
optimized control parameters [LCL+17,ZX15]. In ECMS and PMP, the equivalent
factors are crucial control parameters to be optimized [RBZ17,PP12].

Pattern recognition is applied to most of the real-time power management methods.
It offers the advantage of achieving better results at much lower computational
effort. An important aspect of pattern recognition in HEVs is the determination of
recognized variables (speed, acceleration, dynamics, etc.) and their discrete values
for recognition. Briefly, the set of variables to be considered for pattern recognition
determines the optimization effort (number of patterns) and the accuracy of online
recognition [Eri01]. Machine learning techniques are the state-of-the-art tools that
enable better online recognition when a large number of recognized parameters
are considered [Ven16]. Once the system behavior can be characterized based on
statistical analysis or using machine learning methods, a predictive model can be
developed to anticipate upcoming driving conditions. Markov models are typical
examples to predict upcoming driving condition, wherein low-probability predictions
can be penalized in the cost function [LWB+,PGPBR12]. Observers and Kalman
filters are widely applied to estimate SoCb trajectories due to its substantial impact
on power handling strategy [JXZF,BBSB05].
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Application of multi-rate computing has exclusively conducted in real-time applicable
DP and MPC methods, performing two parallel optimization problems: long- and
short-term ones. For the long term optimization problem, slow dynamical variables
are preferred to be considered. The strategic optimal path is then applied as a
target to the faster-rate problem to solve a limited-horizon optimization problem
that conforms to the global optimal path [JLM]. On the other hand, particular
communication infrastructures are required in order for ITS system to function
properly, which mitigates the wide application of ITS-based PMSs [MRT+12].

2.4.4 Open challenges and potential development aspects

Based on the presented review on real-time power management methods and the
analysis of associated pros and cons, it can be concluded that near-optimal solutions
can be achieved in real-time using two main approaches: first, by implementing
situated optimal solution; second, by performing online limited-horizon optimization
of vehicle control parameters. The first approach is based mainly on online pattern
recognition and offline parameters optimization. The latter is based on accurate
prediction of driving conditions and simplification of the short-term optimization
problem.

Pattern recognition methods are the focus of modern real-time power management
algorithms. They offer the advantage of decoupling complex full optimization
processes to an offline working bench, yet use the situated optimization results online
at significantly reduced computations. Situation definition in terms of multiple
operating variables has a significant impact on developing accurate predictive models
for real-time optimization methods. Recent studies reveal that most of predictive
models in real-time vehicular control systems are rather multi-parametric, which
offers more robustness to the optimized solution and online applicability [ZRP19].

However, following challenges are still not addressed properly in situation-based
power management systems:

• The effectiveness of specific operating variables or constellation of variables to
define vehicle states and accordingly achieve better optimization results for
online PMS has not been sufficiently investigated in literature.

• The definition of vehicle states for offline optimization is not assessed with
further objectives of predictive models for online optimization, i.e. prediction
accuracy and real-time applicability.

• The improvement of situation-based solution using online optimization methods
is still not presented in literature.

The assessment of above-mentioned aspects can achieve a significant potential of
situation-based PMSs to approach global optimal solution in real-time applications.
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2.4.5 Contribution and novelty of the thesis

This thesis presents a novel approach to achieve near-optimal power management
solutions in real-time. The proposed approach is based on defining vehicle states for
situation-based PMS in terms of multiple characteristic variables. The constellation
of variables and discretization levels of each variable are investigates to achieve
optimal situated solutions for online application. Thereafter, an improved state
prediction model is developed based on the multi-parametric definition of vehicle
states. Moreover, to address local optimality in situation-based PMS, two further
contributions are proposed: First, dynamic programming is implemented to find
optimal power management strategies for extended time horizons. State space for
dynamic programming is generated using the predefined vehicle states and considering
the synergy power from supercapacitor as the manipulated control variable (additional
degree of freedom). Second, situated solutions are optimized online using MPC
to achieve better optimality considering a look-ahead prediction of vehicle states.
Comparative evaluation of proposed methods is conducted to give an insight into
the pros and cons of each method.

2.5 Interim conclusion

This chapter presented a systematic review on power management methods in litera-
ture, with particular focus on the problem definition, advantages, and disadvantages
of each method. A special attention is given afterwards to real-time applicable
power management methods to get an insight into the set of adaptation approaches,
commonly implemented to improve the solution optimality and real-time applica-
bility of such methods. Analysis of the literature review reveals the significance of
situation-based PMSs to reduce the complexity of optimization-based PMSs and
achieve sub-optimal solutions. However, the implementation of multiple characteristic
variables to define vehicle states for situation-based methods is still an open research
point. Furthermore, local optimality of situation-based methods is a critical aspect,
which needs to be carefully addressed. Online optimization method using DP and
MPC have a significant potential to improve the optimality of situated solutions in
real-time. Inferred conclusions from the literature analysis put forward the main
objectives of this contribution.
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3 Modeling and experimental emulation of fuel

cell hybrid powertrains

Electrified powertrains can be classified into three types: classical ICE-based hybrids
(HEVs), plug-in hybrids (PHEVs), and all-electric vehicles (AEVs) [XLH]. Pure
electric powertrains have the advantage of realizing zero-emissions transportation
and hence received persistent development attempts in literature [KL10]. Fuel cell
electric powertrains are advantageous to other battery-empowered vehicles due to
the ability of FCVs to generate electric energy on-board and thus achieve extended
mileage [Wil13]. A major critical aspect in fuel cells is the unidirectional power flow,
which mitigates powertrains’ ability to recuperate braking or deceleration energy.
Besides, according to Ragone plot in Figure 3.1, fuel cells have low power density
compared to other electrical storage systems, leading to poor accelerating capability
of the vehicle [OK17]. Therefore, integrating auxiliary storage units into fuel cell
drive-lines became indispensable to achieve the desired powertrain performance. In
the sequel, a brief review is given on the pros and cons of introduced drive-line
topologies for fuel cell vehicles in literature.
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Figure 3.1: Ragone plot for specific power and energy of different energy conversion
and storage devices — redrawn based on [OK17]

3.1 Drive-line topologies of fuel cell electric powertrains

Auxiliary power units for fuel cell vehicles comprise batteries, supercapacitors, or both.
A consistent effort is presented in literature to acquire the advantages of each power
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source using efficient hybridization schemes. The characteristics of power sources for
electric hybrid vehicles are shown in Figure 3.1. Electric batteries have the ability to
store large amount of energy and hence retain a stable power supply at different load
conditions. However, the capability of electric batteries to take over transient power
dynamics is limited compared to supercapacitors. Moreover, the long recharging time
in batteries is much shorter than in supercapacitors, which can be fully recharged
in few seconds [XLH]. On the other side, supercapacitors show significant merits of
power density and charge/discharge flexibility. Due to low internal resistance of the
supercapacitors, they are capable of delivering sizable transient power in a short time
at less dependency on the depth-of-discharge. Nevertheless, the high self-discharging
rate of supercapacitors is an undesirable aspect, leading to high power cost [Wil13].

Common topologies of fuel cell electric drive-lines are illustrated in Figure 3.2. Due
to different voltage levels of each power source, DC/DC converters are typically
implemented in active and semi-active topologies to enable direct control of power
sources. However, fuel cells, batteries, and supercapacitors can be directly connected
to the DC/AC inverter in a simple passive topology as shown in Figure 3.2(a). In
such topology, the absence of DC/DC converter leads to a floating voltage, whereby
the bus voltage and current are regulated based on the impedance of the fuel cell
and battery [NKGWU13].

Other semi-active topologies implement up to (n − 1) DC/DC converters in the
drive-line, where n is the total number of on-board power sources as shown in
Figures 3.2(b)–3.2(e). The parallel configuration in Figure 3.2(b) shows a direct
battery-load connection, whereby the synergy role of battery is determined using
fuzzy rules [TVBG12]. For the drive-line topology in Figure 3.2(c), a cascaded control
loop based on power decoupling strategy in the frequency domain is implemented to
regulate supercapacitor’s load [BHH+11]. The topology in Figure 3.2(d) is widely
embraced in literature due to the flexibility to control the power flow between the
battery and fuel cell [ZOPC12]. An extended version of this topology is shown in
Figure 3.2(e), where the fuel cell and the battery are actively controlled via DC/DC
converters and the supercapacitor is directly connected to the DC/AC inverter. For
such topology, fuzzy rules have been implemented to define specific cases of power
split based on the load condition [GJL08].

The full-active drive-line configuration is proved to achieve more efficient power
flow compared to other topologies, owing to the ability to directly control the fuel
cell, battery, and supercapacitor as shown in Figure 3.2(f). This topology has a
significant potential to improve energy handling in electric powertrains, thus received
growing interest from researchers to develop efficient PMSs achieving maximum
energy efficiency [KAKM11]. Therefore, this topology has been chosen in a previous
step of this research for components’ sizing optimization [Özb10] and hence serving
as a test-bench to develop optimal power management strategies [Mar14, Mou16].
Following, modeling of drive-line components in the studied powertrain is explained
in detail.
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Figure 3.2: Different drive-line configurations of all-electric vehicles, including fuel
cell (FC), battery (B), supercapacitor (SC), electric motor (EM), and programmable
load motor (PL) for fuel cell hybrid powertrains — redrawn based on [XLH]

3.2 Modeling of a full-active fuel cell hybrid powertrain

The drive-line configuration and power flow scheme of the studied powertrain is
shown in Figure 3.3. The power sources are set up in a full-active topology, whereby
the fuel cell (FC) is the primary power source and both the battery (B) and su-
percapacitor (SC) are auxiliary ones. Each power source is coupled with an in-line
DC/DC converter to retain a unified voltage ubus at the load side. This drive-line
topology is investigated to achieve an optimal performance for fuel cell hybrid
powertrains [MOS14].
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Figure 3.3: Drive-line configuration and power flow scheme of the studies fuel cell
hybrid vehicle [AS19]

The power demand pd is calculated backwards based on desired speed input (from
driving cycle) as

pd = fxv

=

Ma+
AρCd

2
(v − vd)2︸ ︷︷ ︸

Air drag

+Mg sin θ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Grade res.

+µrMg cos θ,︸ ︷︷ ︸
Rolling res.

 v, (3.1)

where fx denotes traction force, Mg vehicle curb weight, a longitudinal acceleration,
ρ air density, A vehicle frontal area, Cd air drag coefficient, vd wind speed, µr
rolling resistance coefficient, and θ is the road grade. Different power management
strategies can be applied to the powertrain, deciding mainly the power split ratio,
i.e. [ifc ib isc]

T . A supervisory control module is implicitly defined within the PMS
to ensure the pertinence of predefined limits for the battery’s and supercapacitor’s
state-of-charge, SoCb and SoCsc respectively. Moreover, a PI-controller is designed
to ensure the fulfillment of driveability, i.e. following the speed trajectory of the
driving cycle [ASa]. Dividing the power demand pd is determined within the PMS
based on the power split ratio ζ = [β γ] as[

pfc pb psc
]T

=
[
β γ 1− (β + γ)

]T
pd, (3.2)

where pfc, pb, and psc denote the DC power after conversion from the fuel cell, battery,
and supercapacitor respectively. Electric power from each source is calculated as

pfc = ufc ifc, (3.3)

pb = ub ib, and (3.4)

psc = usc isc, (3.5)
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where u and i denote the voltage and current of each power source respectively.
Output voltages of each DC/DC converter is compensated as

ufc ≈ ub ≈ usc ≈ ubus, (3.6)

so that the desired current output from each source, [ifc ib isc]
T is the control signal

to related DC/DC converter. The actual power delivery pa at motor terminals should
conform to calculated power demand pd considering conversion losses as

pa = pfc + pb + psc

= p∗fc + p∗b + p∗sc − losses, (3.7)

where the p∗ denotes the power of each component before the DC/DC converters. The
fuel cell voltage can be calculated considering activation, ohmic, and concentration
voltage, uact, uohm, and, uconc, as

u∗fc = nc

uofc − (c1 + c2

(
1− e−i∗fcc3

))︸ ︷︷ ︸
uact

− i∗fc Rfc︸ ︷︷ ︸
uohm

− ifc
(
c4 i

∗
fc

imax

)c5
︸ ︷︷ ︸

uconc

 , (3.8)

where nc denotes the number of cells in the stack, uofc the open circuit voltage,
c1, ..., c5 constants based on experimental validation, Rfc the internal resistance of
the fuel cell, and imax is the maximum delivery current [Özb10]. The Li-ion battery
is modeled based on the equivalent RC circuit as

u∗b = uob −Rb i
∗
b −

1

Cb

∫ tf

ti

i∗b dt, (3.9)

where uob is the open circuit voltage, Rb and Cb are battery’s capacitance and internal
resistance accordingly, and ti and tf are initial and final time of an infinitesimal
simulation span. The supercapacitor is similarly modeled as

u∗sc = uosc −Rsc i
∗
sc −

1

Csc

∫ tf

ti

i∗sc dt, (3.10)

where uosc is the open circuit voltage, Rsc and Csc are equivalent capacitance and
internal resistance of the supercapacitor accordingly. Both Cb and Csc are statically
modeled neglecting the capacitance loss due to components’ aging and lifetime
degradation. The state of charge of (SoC) is calculated as

SoC = SoCi −
1

Qnom

∫ tf

ti

ix dt, (3.11)
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where SoCi is the initial state of charge, Qnom the rated capacity, and ix is either ib
or isc. The operation of a DC/DC converter can be simplified as

iin = iout
c6

uin

1

µconv
, (3.12)

where the suffices in and out denote input and output current/voltage, c6 is a constant
representing desired bus voltage, and µconv is the tabulated conversion efficiency based
on experimental validation of the simplified model [Özb10]. The motor/generator
(M/G) is mechanically coupled to a programmable load-motor emulating the load pl
in terms of the rolling resistance and air drag according to the speed input v.

3.3 Supervisory control module

Supervisory control is designed to ensure suitable application of optimized power split
solutions within the operational boundaries of each power source. This control scheme
operates in three sequential steps: Inputs assessment, case assignment, and defining
control output as shown in Figure 3.4. The inputs assessment is based on mapping the
values SoCb and SoCsc within their minimum and maximum thresholds SoC

+/−
b and

SoC
+/−
sc accordingly. Besides, the input pd is mapped into one of three cases: idling

(pd = 0), energy-depletion (pd > 0), or -recuperation (pd < 0). The permutational
combination of these assessments defines the cases for load split into pfc, pb, and
psc in the second step. The operating boundaries are implicitly defined within the
optimization algorithms of PMSs; however, this module is implemented generically
to ensure the conformity to these boundaries. Erroneous power handling decisions
leading to an off-limits operation of the battery or supercapacitor are overridden by
the supervisory control to retain both components within predefined values for SoCb
and SoCsc. This control module is programmed in state machine language as shown
in Figure 3.5. The states are grouped based on the above-mentioned cases of power
demand. The inputs pd, SoCb, SoCsc are used to define the state transitions within
each mode. The operating boundaries to be retained are SoCmin

b , SoCmax
b , SoCmin

sc ,
SoCmax

sc , and pmaxfc .

The brushless DC motor is modeled as a linear a single-input/multi-output (SIMO)
system. The input to this model is the applied voltage and the outputs are motor
speed and current consumption as

L i̇m(t) = −Rm im(t)− kemf ω(t) + um(t), (3.13)

Jm ω̇(t) = −bmω(t) + kt im(t), (3.14)

with kt, kemf denoting the motor torque and electromotive force constants respectively,
bm the equivalent circuit capacitance, Rm the internal resistance, ω the angular
speed, L the equivalent circuit inductance, im the consumed current, and Jm is the
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Figure 3.5: Supervisory control as a state machine program [AS19]

rotational moment of inertia. For brushless DC motors, it is a valid assumption that
electromotive and torque constants are equal in SI units i.e. kemf ' kt ' keq [LZC09].
The state-space representation of this system is

ẋ = Amx+Bmu, (3.15)

y = Cmx+Dmu, (3.16)
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where

x =
[
ω im

]T
, u = um(t),

Am =

− bm
J

keq
J

−keq
L
−Rm

L

 , Bm =

0

1
L

 , Cm =

1 0

0 1

 , and Dm =
[
0
]
.

Identification of system parameters bm, Jm, k, L, and Rm is carried out using a step
response of the system in comparison to measurements from the real motor. Iteration
of numeric values for each parameter is performed using NSGA-II to maximize model
accuracy. This accuracy is defined as minimal accumulated error for ym(1) and ym(2)
over the whole settling time. The accumulated error is defined as

ess =


∫ ts

0

∥∥∥ ȳm(1)−ym(1)
ym(1)

∥∥∥ dt
∫ ts

0

∥∥∥ ȳm(2)−ym(2)
ym(2)

∥∥∥ dt
 ∗ 100 [%], (3.17)

where ¯ym(1) and ¯ym(2) denotes the retrieved output measurements and ts is the final
settling time. Both components of ess are weighed equally to attain similar accuracy
for both system states. The optimization results are given in Figure 3.6, showing the
convergence of minimized error ess(1) and ess(2) < 1%.

0 1 2 3 4 5
0

1

2

3

4

5

6
Desired accuracy region

Figure 3.6: Pareto front of the multi-objective optimization during system identifica-
tion [ASa]

3.4 Emulation principle and experimental implementation

For experimental validation, the fuel cell hybrid powertrain is emulated as a hardware-
in-the-loop (HiL) using the test-rig shown in Figure 3.7. The working principle of
implemented test-rig is illustrated in Figure 3.7. The vehicle model and developed
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power management strategies are depicted from Matlab environment into the dSPACE
real-time control platform to be applied online. The control bench executes defined
test procedures (driving cycle and control strategy) and handles the inputs, outputs,
and measurements of the experiment through the dSPACE multi-channel boards.

Emulating dynamic behavior of drive-line components is conducted using a power
source and sink to perform the bidirectional power flow in discharging and recharging
processes for the battery and supercapacitor or the power consumption and regener-
ation for the M/G. The fuel cell is exceptionally emulated using only a power source
due to its unidirectional power flow. The test-rig is validated in [Mar14, Mou16]
to plausibly emulate the dynamic operation of original drive-line components. In
this contribution, this test-rig is implemented to verify the real-time applicability of
developed power management strategies and to ensure the capability of such methods
to accommodate real power flow constrains and measurement inaccuracies online.

Motor controller

Supercapacitor

Power sinks

DC/DC converters

Data acquisition system

© SRS 2018

Motor/load Power sources Real-time control bench

Figure 3.7: Operation scheme of the multi-source hybrid powertrain in hardware-in-
the-loop test-bench

3.5 Interim conclusion

This chapter presented a brief discussion of drive-line topologies for fuel cell hybrid
powertrains, with focus on the advantages and disadvantages of each topology. Full-
active drive-line configurations comprising a fuel cell, battery, and supercapacitor is
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proven to outperform other topologies in energy efficiency terms and hence selected
as a case study for this research. Modeling of drive-line components and power
flow schemes is presented in detail, followed by a description of the supervisory
control module responsible for retained the operating boundaries of each component.
Lastly, the experimental test-rig implemented in this work is introduced, with further
explanation to the emulation concept of drive-line components.
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4 Advanced situation-based power management

methods for hybrid electric vehicles

Parts of this chapter has been published or being reviewed for publication as three
journal papers and six conference papers, cited respectively in the sequel.

The introduced review in Chapter 2 pointed out the significance of situation-based
PMSs to address the two major challenges in real-time control of hybrid vehicles:
Accretive computational requirements of optimization-based PMSs and degraded
optimality in rule-based ones. Situation-based methods seem to yield a successful
trade-off between the pros and cons of each category and hence achieve near-optimal
solutions in real-time [ZRP19].

The working principle of situation-based PMS (SB-PMS) is based on implementing
two main control levels (online and offline) to define power split decisions as shown in
Fig. 4.1. Vehicle states are typically defined in terms of characteristic variables, i.a.
driver’s power demand, vehicle operating conditions, and other external information
(traffic, road grade, altitude,..., etc) [SiStYiJm00]. Information on the characteristic
variables in different driving cycles are used to generate a database for the offline
layer, in which discrete vehicle states can be defined [HJJ+18]. For defined vehicle
states, power handling strategies can be optimized offline. Driving information from
the database are used to provide the characteristics of driving cycles’ segments
related to each vehicle state (vehicle speed, power demand, distance,..., etc.). Such
solutions are integrated to the online layer in form of LUTs to be applied when
according vehicle states are recognized. Situation-based PMSs offer the advantage of
decoupling computational load of the optimization process from online control layer
and hence the ability to achieve near-optimal solutions in real-time [ZRP19,ZX15].
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Figure 4.1: Operating principle of situation-based power management system, defining
optimal power split ratios (PSRs) for vehicle states in real-time [AS19]

In SB-PMSs, the selection of characteristic variables defining vehicle state is a crucial
point, that influences the ability to recognize such states online and the potential
of finding suitable optimal solutions offline. Besides, defined optimal solutions are
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still limited to local optimality in each situation, which degrades the applicability of
SB-PMSs. Addressing these challenges in SB-PMSs contributes to real-time optimal
control of hybrid electric powertrains. In this chapter, an optimal design of SB-PMS
is presented as follows: First, the impact of multiple characteristic variables defining
vehicle states for SB-PMSs is investigated in Section 4.1 to determine the optimal set
of variables to be implemented. Second, the limited optimality of SB-PMS is tackled
by optimizing situated solutions online using two approaches: dynamic programming
(DP) and model predictive control (MPC) in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. In
the sequel of Sections 4.1 – 4.3, the proposed methods are intermediately compared
to adaptive rule-based (Ad-RB) to point out the achievements in each method.
Eventually in Section 4.4, a comparative evaluation of all methods w.r.t. the global
optimal solution is presented to reveal the pros and cons of developed methods.

4.1 Introduction to grid-space

Figures, tables, and parts of the content presented in this section are published in
the conference paper ”Development and improvement of a situation-based power
management method for multi-source electric vehicles” [ASS] and under review for
publication as a journal paper: ”Optimal situation-based power management and
application to state predictive models for multi-source electric vehicles” [ASS19].

This section presents an optimized definition of vehicle states in terms of multiple
characteristic variables, i.a. vehicle speed and power demand, for situation-based
PMSs. A comprehensive analysis of literature is presented to point out the significance
of different characteristic variables defining vehicle states. The most relevant variables
in literature are selected to investigate their impact on defining situated control
strategies for vehicle states and hence improve the solution’s optimality during
offline optimization. These variables are depicted as axes in a multi-dimensional
space (grid-space), whereinto vehicle states can be mapped. Multiple structures
of grid-space are generated based on different constellations of axes and different
discretization levels for each axis. Optimal structure of grid-space offers the ability
to define reusable solutions for for both RB and real-time OB methods. Therefore.
the evaluation of grid-space structures is based on two aspects: first, the solution’s
optimality of SB-PMS based on states definition in each structure; second, the ability
to develop further predictive models based on statistical state transitions in each
structure. Results analysis, compared to Ad-RB method, reveals the significant
impact of certain grid-space structures to achieve near optimal results in both energy
saving and prediction accuracy at different trip conditions.
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4.1.1 Background and potential improvement

Previous work Selection of characteristic variables defining vehicle states is of
particular importance in SB-PMS, leading to increasing attempts in literature to
address this point. A brief survey on implemented variables to define vehicle states
for SB-PMSs gives the conclusion that such variables can be categorized as: driver-,
traffic-, vehicle-, and route-based as illustrated in Figure 4.2 [ZRP19]. Driver-related
variables are mostly influenced by the driver’s style of maneuvering, accelerating,
coasting, or decelerating. Power demand and vehicle speed are implemented most
frequently in SB-PMSs due to their direct impact on power handling constraints
[MHW+18]. It has been testified that fuel economy results from different driving
styles over the same trip are not identical [MHW+18]. For instance, it has been
proved that aggressive speed-ups, abrupt lane changing, and brake pedal abuse lead
to an increase of 47-68 % in fuel consumption at different road conditions [Len].
Statistical measures of vehicle speed, power demand, lane change, and brake usage are
implemented to define deriver’s style as conservative, calm, moderate, or aggressive
[WL,NBEF17,MHW+18].

Characterisitc variables defining vehicle situation

Driver-based Vehicle-based Traffic-based Route-based

- Power/speed [ZKLL17]

- Brake usage [MHW+18]

- Lane change [NBEF17]

- Acceleration [MHW+18]

- Engine state [CWG+]

- Gear no. [LHYP18]

- SoCb [MP17]

- SoCsc [HLW+18]

- Speed limit [KHA+12]

- Traffic light [GGGC17]

- Congestions [GMS12]

- Stops [GGGC17]

- Grade [HGS17]

- Distance [CMX+14b]

- Refuelling [ZVP+10]

- Altitude [ZJ15]

Figure 4.2: Classification of characteristic variables defining vehicle situations ac-
cording to their dependency reference [ASS19].

Vehicle-related variables, such as battery’s or supercapacitor’s state of charge SoCb,
SoCsc, are widely implemented to represent on-board energy reserve in vehicle state
definition [MP17,HLW+18]. Other variables with discrete values, i.e. (gear numbers
or engine status), are typically used in dynamic programming to define a state
space of possible power handling strategies for specific trips [CWG+,LHYP18]. The
accelerating advances in telematics offer useful information about speed limits and
traffic lights [KHA+12, GGGC17]. Besides, in case of pre-known routes, further
information about road grade and trip distance can be acquired [HGS17,CMX+14b,
ZJ15]. Suck knowledge enables the PMS to determine suitable strategies to avoid
idling losses during traffic congestion or repetitive stops [GMS12,GGGC17]. Moreover,
specific regulations of power handling in PHEVs can be put forward to avoid high
peaks of grid-power cost during battery recharging [ZVP+10].

Advances in telematics, intelligent transportation systems (ITS), and Internet-of-
Vehicles (IoV) play an important role in promoting the use of traffic-based information
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in PMSs [ZRP19]. The foreknowledge about upcoming speed limits, traffic lights, and
congested routes can help planning optimal velocity trajectories to avoid unnecessary
over-speeds or idle-stops [KHA+12,GGGC17,GMS12]. Tracking of preceding vehicle is
used as well to define suitable power handling policies [ZLLW]. Similarly, Geographic
Information System (GIS) and GPS can provide knowledge about road type and
grade [ZJ15], route distance [CMX+14b], and refueling options [GK] to regulate
the usage of on-board charge until reaching low-cost power grids [ZVP+10]. These
information have been implemented by the Environment Protection Agency (EPA)
to define four typical driving patterns [ZX15].

A significant application of the multi-parametric definition of vehicle situations is
the development of state prediction models based on learning the transition behavior
of states from driving history [HWK+17, WL]. For large data clusters, artificial
intelligence methods, i.e.neural networks (NN), support vector machines (SVM), or
machine learning (ML), are used to ensure the completeness of clustering, classifica-
tion, and producing accurate driving patterns [ZRP19]. Such models can provide
more accurate prediction of upcoming driving conditions compared to classical mono-
parametric predictive models and hence be integrated to real-time optimization
methods, i.a. model predictive control (MPC) and Pontryagin’s minimization princi-
ple (PMP) [ZRP19]. Fuzzy logic is also known for its ability to handle large amount
of data to learn and recognize driving patterns at low computational efforts [ZTZ18].
Furthermore, Markov chains (MCs) can provide stochastic anticipation of discrete
vehicle states at flexibly adaptable complexity based on the chain order [ZRP19].

Analysis of literature The introduced literature gives an insight into following
conclusions: first, usage metrics of characteristic variables indicate highest preference
of vehicle speed v, then on-board charge SoCb,sc, power demand pd and acceleration a.
These variables implicitly reflect other traffic and trip conditions, particularly in the
absence of telematics’ contribution to the PMS [ZRP19]. Second, linear mapping of
characteristic variables to recognize vehicle states is more frequently implemented due
to its lower computational requirements, easiness of formulation, and adequateness
to real-time application [MRGS05].

Optimal combination of characteristic variables and respective discretization levels
are two central aspects of vehicle state definition; however, the assessment between
offline optimized solutions, prediction accuracy, and online applicability using certain
constellations of characteristic variables is not yet introduced in literature. Optimally
defining vehicle states contributes to the ability to recognize such states in real-time
and to find related optimal solutions offline. Moreover, accuracy of state prediction
can be directly addressed based on optimally defined vehicle states. In this section,
a set of characteristic variables are selected based on their relevance in literature to
investigate their impact on solution optimality of SB-PMSs. Different combinations
(constellations) of selected variables at multiple discretization levels are considered for
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the analysis. Moreover, state prediction models are developed for all constellations
using Markov chains (MCs). The online application of situation-based PMS and
prediction models is conducted using various driving cycles to evaluate both energy
efficiency results and prediction accuracy in each constellation.

4.1.2 Optimal grid-space structure for situation-based power manage-
ment

Grid-space is a multi-dimensional space for linear mapping of vehicle states using
multiple characteristic variables. These characteristic variables are depicted as axes
in grid-space at discretized levels as illustrated in Figure 4.3. The constellation of
variables (axes) and number of discrete levels for each variable define the according
grid-space structure. Different discretization levels can be implemented in grid-space
separately (Figure 4.3.b) and (Figure 4.3.c) or simultaneously (Figure 4.3.d). Grid-
space structure implies the total number of recognizable vehicle states, to which
optimal control strategies should be optimized offline. Moreover, transition patterns
between states can be easily identified in grid-space to develop state prediction
models. These prediction models are prerequisite for online optimization methods. In
this sequel, different grid-space structures are systematically investigated to achieve
two objectives: first, total cost minimization using situation-based PMSs; second,
accurate state prediction models, that can be integrated to real-time optimization
methods.

Selected characteristic variables to be depicted as axes in grid-space are: vehicle
speed v, power demand pd, speed dynamics, and state-of-charge of the battery and
supercapacitor SoCb and SoCsc respectively. Selection of v and pd is predicated
upon their direct impact on the power management problem and their significance
in literature. Statistical values of speed dynamics are useful to define driving style
and trip conditions using data from receding horizon. The status of on-board
energy, represented in SoCb and SoCsc, is considered in grid-space to comprehend
the lack/availability of synergy power in vehicle state’s definition. These variables
are depicted respectively as axes in grid-space as Vn, Pn, Dn, Bn, and SCn, where n
denotes the number of discretization levels to be implemented alternatively for each
axis.

Different constellations of grid-space to be investigated are illustrated in Figure 4.4.
Due to the significance of V and P axes to define reusable power split decisions,
these axes have been consistently considered for all constellations of grid-space.
The other axes, D, B, and SC, are integrated individually to P and V axes in
four different groups of constellations. Simultaneous implementation of B and SC
into a four-axes structure of grid-space is considered in group-4. A range of 3–6
discretization levels is considered for each axis in grid-space to avoid over-specification
of vehicle states; states that instantaneously occur and to which hardly suitable
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Figure 4.3: Vehicle states in various grid-space structures, considering separate
and simultaneous increase of discretization levels for three arbitrary characteristic
parameters x, y, and z

power handling decisions can be defined. Contrarily, under-defined states falsely
represent a wide spectrum of operating conditions and result in degraded solution
optimality. This discretization limit is met for all axes, except for P-axis to represent
power recuperation cases. The investigated four groups comprise a total of 162
constellations of grid-space as shown in Figure 4.4.

In an earlier step of this work [ASS], discrete states for grid-space axes have been
set to equal divisions for the whole range of each axis. This concept is improved by
defining optimized discrete levels for each axis, that achieve a homogeneous points
count (occurrence) in each interval between two consequent levels as exemplified in
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Figure 4.5. The implemented database for learning and optimization comprise 24
driving cycles representing a broad spectrum of urban and highway driving conditions,
i.e. trip duration tDC , total distance dtot, number of stops, and average and standard
deviation of speed and acceleration v̄, σ(v), and σ(a) accordingly as summarized in
Table 4.1.

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
0

2

4

6

Figure 4.5: Count of points (density) between discrete levels of V-axis in grid-
space [ASS19]

Table 4.1: Characteristics of selected driving cycles to comprise different driving
conditions [ASS19]

tDC dtot vmax σ(v) No. of amax σ(a)

[s] [km] [km/h] [km/h] stops [ms−2] [ms−2]

min. 1766 46.2 138 38 23 0.7 0.55

max. 85 0.13 14 1 1 0.2 0.16

To explain the optimization criterion for axes’ discretization, let Vn(i) be an arbitrary
i-th discrete level of v, where

Vn = {Vn(1),Vn(2), ...,Vn(n)}, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, (4.1)

is defined for the optimization task

minimize J1 = Q(Nv,V
n), (4.2a)

s.t.

Vn(i) ∈ [vmin vmax], (4.2b)

where Nv denotes all sample points of v from driving history and Q is the function
defining the difference in points’ count between the intervals from [Vn(i) Vn(i+ 1)]
up to [Vn(n− 1) Vn(n)]. The multi-objective/multi-variable optimization problem is
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solved using NSGA-II based on the work presented in [DPAM02]. Same procedures
are carried out for P-, B-, and SC-axes. Discrete levels of speed dynamics d are
defined in terms of minimum, maximum, and initial vehicle speed vmin, vmax, and
vin, acceleration a, and the time interval tc between two consequent peaks of the
speed amplitude va as shown in Figure 4.6.

v

t

tc

a

v
in.

va

Figure 4.6: Defining discrete levels for speed dynamics based on statistical data from
receding driving horizon [ASS]

The throughput of solving Equation (4.2) for all axes is to achieve better repre-
sentation of all driving conditions in grid space as illustrated in Figure 4.7. Using
equally-spaced levels for P and V axes in Figure 4.7(a) lead to more missed states
and a larger difference in points’ count in each interval. Contrarily, this difference is
substantially reduced and a better coverage of vehicle states is achieved using the
optimized discrete values (Figure 4.7(b)).
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Figure 4.7: Improvement of vehicle states representation in grid-space using optimally
discretized levels for each axis [ASS19]
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Optimal solution for each vehicle state is defined to minimize the cost function J2,
considering both energy use from on-board power sources and the electric efficiency
including individual components and DC/DC conversion as

min J2 = min

[
obj1(u, x, t)
obj2(u, x, t)

]
, (4.3)

for

obj1(u, x, t) = α1

∫ tf

ti

meq dt+ α2 ∆SoCb |
tf
ti +α3 ∆SoCsc |

tf
ti and (4.4)

obj2(u, x, t) = µ1 η
−1
fc + µ2 η

−1
b + µ3 η

−1
sc , (4.5)

where ηfc,b,sc denote the electric efficiencies for the fuel cell, battery, and supercapac-
itor, α1,2,3 and µ1,2,3 normalizing factors, ti,f initial and final simulation time, meq

the function calculating equivalent fuel consumption of the fuel cell considering the
conversion ratio (33.7 kWh/GGE), according to [Özb10]. Control and state vector
are defined as

u = [ζ1 ζ2 ... ζm], and (4.6)

x = [v a pfc pb psc SoCb SoCsc]
T , (4.7)

where ζi denote the power split ratio defined for vehicle state si and m total number
of vehicle states in grid-space. Dynamic limitations on power delivery is regarded
in the fuel cell model and verified by supervisory control; however, the number of
on/off cycles of the fuel cell is not penalized in this work. Values of ηfc,b,sc in the
second objective obj2 are inversed to comply with the minimization criterion of the
first objective obj1. The optimal control function is defined by minimizing J2 subject
to the constraints

ζs ∈ [ζmin ζmax], (4.8a)

SoCb ∈ [SoCmin
b SoCmax

b ], (4.8b)

SoCsc ∈ [SoCmin
sc SoCmax

sc ], and (4.8c)

β + γ ≤ 1, (4.8d)

where the notations min and max refer to minimum and maximum bounds of respective
variables. The purpose of defined cost function is to achieve an optimal trade-off
between the contradictive objectives: minimization of energy consumption in obj1

and retaining high operating efficiency for the whole powertrain including electricity-
generation and -conversion efficiencies in obj2 . The optimization task is solved offline
by NSGA-II algorithm using 100 generations and 50 individuals in each generation
as shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Implementation of NSGA-II to define optimal power management solu-
tions to vehicle states offline

Development of accurate state prediction models is a significant application of the
optimized grid-space structure, that can promote situation-based PMS to real-time
optimization. Such prediction models are developed based on the corporate definition
of vehicle states in grid-space and not on individual characteristic variables. The
focus of this contribution is optimal grid-space structure and not the implemented
prediction method itself. Therefore, Markov process is selected to express the state
prediction in each constellation.

The state space for Markov chain is defined for different constellations of grid-space
as S = {s1, s2, ..., sm}, where m is the total number of states in each constellation as
exemplified in Figure 4.4. Markov property for an order-one chain can be defined for
the stochastic process χ as

Pr (χk+1 = Sk+1 | χk = Sk, χk−1 = Sk−1, ..., χ1 = S1)

= Pr (χk+1 = Sk+1 | χk = Sk, χk−1 = Sk−1) . (4.9)

The transition probability Γhij to a next state Sk+1 = sj, in case of having previous
and current states as Sk−1 = sh and Sk = si respectively can be calculated using
driving database to obtain the transition probability matrix

Γh =

Γh11 · · · Γh1m
...

. . .
...

Γhm1 · · · Γhmm

 , (4.10)

repeatedly for h = 1, 2, ...,m. Given the transition probability matrix and according
state space, Markov models can be directly formulated. The transition probability
vector for an arbitrary initial state si at discrete time t = k can be defined as the
i-th row in Γ as ψ(k) = (Γi1,Γi2, ...,Γim). For a look-ahead window of length T , the
probability vector can be calculated as

ψ(k + T ) = ψ(k).ΓT . (4.11)
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The state transition for existing three consequent states in the data history and
respective transition probabilities are represented in Figure 4.9. The exemplified
Markov chains in Figure 4.9 give an insight into transition probabilities between
states and the achieved states in different grid-space constellation. Developed Markov

Figure 4.9: Exemplified Markov models in different grid-space constellations related
transition pattern between vehicle states: C1 in (1-a) and (1-b),C30 in (2-a) and
(2-b), and C77 in (3-a) and (3-b) [ASS19].

models are integrated to the vehicle model to evaluate achievable prediction accuracy
of vehicle states online. Prediction accuracy is calculated by comparing actual
recognized states to predicted ones for the overall driving time.

To investigate optimal structure of grid-space using the aforementioned 162 con-
stellations, following procedures are carried out: First, axes’ configuration of each
constellation is implemented to grid-space at according discrete levels; second, the
vehicle model is tested over selected driving cycles to find optimal discrete values
of each axis; third, the solution vector ζs is initiated and assigned to vehicle states
in grid-space. Offline optimization of ζs is conducted and the optimal solutions are
tabulated for online application. Finally, LUTs of optimal solutions are implemented
to online application to ensure real-time applicability. Online testing of different
grid-space constellations is evaluated considering achievable optimality and prediction
accuracy ar real driving conditions. These steps are summarized in Figure 4.10.

The introduced SB-PMS is implemented in a Matlab/Simulink model as shown
in Figure 4.11. The working steps of the SB-PMS can be explained as follows:
first, recognized vehicle state is mapped online in terms of defined characteristic
variables into grid-space; second, state-related control strategy is extracted from
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Figure 4.10: Working step to investigate different grid-space structures [ASS19]

tabulated optimal solutions. These solutions are optimized offline for vehicle states
in each structures of grid-space (constellation of axes and discretized levels) and
integrated to the online layer in form of look-up tables (LUTs). Third, optimized
control decisions are verified for conformity to operating boundaries withing the
supervisory control module. Plausible control decisions can be applied to respective
drive-line components, otherwise, the optimized solutions can be overridden to avoid
depletion/overcharging of the battery or supercapacitor [ASS].
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Figure 4.11: Situation-based power management system of a fuel cell hybrid power-
train [ASS19]

4.1.3 Interim results and discussion

Situation-based PMS is tested online using different grid-space constellations. For
the test procedures, various driving conditions are implemented to evaluate the
robustness of different constellations to minimize total cost and improve prediction
accuracy. Test driving cycles are selected as follows: First one driving cycles from
the database whose speed profile is comprehended in the definition of vehicle states
(see Equation (4.2)) and in the formulation of Markov models (see Equation (4.10)).
The selected driving cycle (NEDC) comprises mixed urban and highway driving
conditions and hence denoted as (mixed urban) in the sequel. Second, two different
driving cycles from outside the database (Artemis-rural) and (Artemis-130) denoted
as (urban-) and (mixed non-learned) respectively.
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The obtained cost minimization results for different driving cycles are shown in
Figure 4.12. It can be detected in the illustrated results that the application of SB-
PMS at urban driving cycle yields superior results compared to those for mixed trip
conditions. Minimization of total energy consumption in obj1 is evidently degraded
during online application compared to offline optimized results for all constellations.
In contrast to obj1, improvement of the overall efficiency in obj2 has been comparable
to offline optimized results for many constellations. However, close values of both
objective functions in all groups do not give concrete comprehension of variables’
impact; therefore, further group-wise analysis of variance (ANOVA) is conducted to
give more insight into the results.
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Figure 4.12: Cost minimization results for different constellations; detailed for both
objective functions at different driving conditions [ASS19]

The n-way ANOVA for individual groups reveals a significant impact of V-axis
(p-value < 0.02), in all constellation with different interaction levels to other charac-
teristic variables. In group-1, D-axis has an evident impact on cost minimization
(p-value = 0.027), and interactively with V-axis (p-value = 0.002). Similar significant
impact of B-axis in group-2 is proved (p-value=0.03), and interactively with V-axis
(p-value=0.025). Implementing SC-axis in groups 3 and 4 does meet the minimal
requirement for significant impact achieving p-values > 0.08. The variable-wise
impact on the cost function is illustrated in Figure 4.13 showing better averages for
the discretization levels D3 and B6, and close average values for SC4 and SC5.

Since the application of developed state prediction models is not limited to a specific
learned driving cycle, the testing procedure for prediction accuracy considered another
learned urban driving cycle for the comparative analysis as shown in Figure 4.14. An
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Figure 4.13: Group-wise impact of different discrete levels of characteristic variables
on the total cost function [ASS19]

inverse proportionality between the total number of states in each constellation and
according prediction accuracy can be patently perceived in all groups and driving
cycles. This is more evident, knowing that the best prediction accuracy in each group
is achieved at constellations with lowest number of states, i.e. C1, C28, C55 and C82,
in groups 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively (see Figure 4.4). Moreover, the n-way ANOVA
of individual groups reveals a significant impact of both P- and V-axes in all groups
(p-values ≈ 0). Other grid-space axes do not attain a significant dominant proof
of influence on the prediction accuracy, unless combined with these two dominant
variables.
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Figure 4.14: Prediction accuracy using different grid-space constellations in Markov
models [ASS19]

The average prediction accuracy for all driving cycles in Figure 4.15 reveals higher
mean values for discretization levels P5 and V4; which are the lowest number of
discrete levels in both axes respectively. This inverse proportionality discloses a
contradictive relation between prediction accuracy and total cost minimization in
different grid-space structures.

To investigate further prediction dependency on constellation’s size, states achieve-
ment in each constellation is shown in Figure 4.16. This aspect highlights also the
balance between over- and under-definition of vehicle states in each constellation. It
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Figure 4.15: Group-wise impact of different discrete levels of characteristic variables
on the prediction accuracy [ASS19]

can be detected from Figure 4.16, that group-1 has higher individual states achieve-
ment compared to other groups. A significant impact of D-axis in this group is
validated (p-value ≈ 0), revealing best prediction accuracy in constellations with
D1. Separate implementation of B- and SC-axes in groups 2 and 3 respectively
yields close achievements without an evident impact of certain discretization levels;
however, the simultaneous implementation of both axes in group-4 has a significant
negative impact (p-values ≈ 0), putting forward an inferior prediction accuracy at
discretization levels B6 and SC6.
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Figure 4.16: Number of achieved states; presented also in percentage w.r.t. total
number of vehicle states in each constellation [ASS19]

To sum up, three objective conclusions for grid-space structure can be made based
on previous analysis: First, for online application of situation-based solutions, in-
tegrating multiple characteristic variables at optimized discrete levels, i.e. D3 or
B5, is advantageous to define suitable control strategies to precisely defined vehicle
states. Second, this study puts forward the significance of optimally-discretized
levels of vehicle speed Vn to improve vehicle state definition for offline optimization.
Third, although the supercapacitor plays an essential role in defining power synergy
schemes in hybrid HEVs, its fast dynamics leading to a full charge/discharge in
few seconds degrades the pertinence of SoCsc as characteristic variables defining
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Table 4.2: Comparative evaluation of energy saving and prediction accuracy results
for grid-space constellations [ASS19]

Situation-based PMS Ad-RB

C3 C30 C20 C56

Energy efficiency ηen [kWh/100km] 9.46 9.77 8.12 8.99 11.10

Improvement [%] 14.8 11.9 26.8 18.8 –

Prediction accuracy [%] 63.9 65.2 55.7 64.2 –

vehicle states. The implementation of SoCsc in grid-space resulted in a number of
instantaneously-occurring (over-defined) states and hence did not yield noticeable
impact on cost minimization nor on prediction accuracy in groups 3 and 4.

Sorting out the best results for both prediction and cost minimization reveals few
constellations, that achieve an improvement in both objectives robustly at various
driving conditions. These constellations are C3, C30, and C56, corresponding to
discretization levels (P5 and V4) combined to (D3, B5, or SC5), which complies with
the findings from statistical analysis. Achieved results using these constellations are
compared to Ad-RB method as a reference methods [ZX15]. In Ad-RB, a set of fixed
rules regulating the power flow from each source are adapted to predefined limits for
SoCb and SoCsc [MS16a].

The summarized comparison in Table 4.2 reveals an improvement of 11.9 – 18.98 %
in energy efficiency ηen, while robustly yielding prediction accuracy of 63.9 – 65.2 %
in C3, C30, 56. Best energy saving results, neglecting the trade-off for prediction
accuracy, have been achieved using C20. These achievements reveal the ability
of optimized constellation for grid-space to significantly reduce total consumed
energy in real-time and the potential to develop accurate state prediction models
without mitigating the energy efficiency. Based on the improved grid-space structure,
optimization-based methods can be developed to improve the optimality of situated
solutions in real-time applications.

4.2 Advisory dynamic programming

Figures, tables, and parts of the content presented in this section are published in the
conference paper ”Realtime application of progressive optimal search and adaptive
dynamic programming in multi-source HEVs” [ASb], in the conference paper ”Realtime
power management of a multi-source HEV using adaptive dynamic programing and
probabilistic drive state model” [ASc], and under review for publication as journal
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paper ”Optimal control of multi-source electric vehicles in real-time using Advisory
Dynamic Programming” [AGS19].

This section presents a novel power management method, advisory dynamic pro-
gramming (AD-DP), based on the optimized definition of vehicle situations in
grid-space. The proposed method embraces a new classification of vehicle states as
driver-dependent and -independent states in time domain to define a suitable state
space to be used for dynamic programming (DP-SS). Driver-dependent states are
defined in terms of multiple characteristic variables as introduced in Section 4.1.
Driver-independent states are defined in terms of discrete values for supercapacitor’s
state of charge SoCsc. Transition costs between all states in the state space are
calculated offline and tabulated in look-up tables for online implementation. A state
predictive model is developed based on the transition statistics of driver-dependent
states for a suitable number of driving cycles. Backward calculation of the total
transition cost for the predicted horizon in state space is used to define optimal
power split strategy for the powertrain. The formulation of optimal control problem,
in terms of situation-based solutions related to vehicle states, enables a significant
reduction of computational steps and hence addresses the main challenge of real-time
applications. The algorithm is adapted in terms of optimization horizon and number
of discrete states for DIS to suit the real-time application. Experimental application
of AD-DP, using an emulation test-rig, is conducted over different driving cycles.
The obtained results reveal an improvement in energy efficiency up to 29 % compared
to the Ad-RB method.

4.2.1 Background and potential improvement

Previous work Dynamic programming is a well-known optimization method based
on Bellman’s principle of optimality [Bel56]. It outperforms many other optimization
methods due to its ability to handle multi-objective/multi-variable problems and
to acquire the global optimal solution based on receding cost minimization [ZX15,
CMX+14b]. Therefore, real-time implementation of DP has been under persistent
improvement over the last few years as comparatively summarized in Table 4.3.
In [KB], DP has been performed offline over a limited horizon to find optimal
equivalence factors for the online ECMS. The optimization horizon is variable
depending on the predicted change in speed and acceleration of a pre-known driving
cycle. The formulation of DP problem using offline/online modules and segmentation
of the trip allows a significant reduction in DP-SS to be explored in parallel for
considered optimization horizons. However, calculation time for DP is between
30 s to 5 minutes and the solution optimality is highly mitigated when real driving
scenarios were applied. A sequential application of convex optimization and DP
is introduced in [NEF+14], where the optimization task (finding optimal values of
the control parameters) for DP (ue and ug) has been decoupled from that of convex
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optimization (ζ) to reduce the computational efforts and enable parallel computing
for both algorithms. Although solving time for the pre-given driving cycle is reduced
to 6 – 122 s, an improvement of 0.1 – 0.2 % in fuel efficiency could be achieved.

Table 4.3: Overview on main contributions to computationally-efficient DP ap-
proaches in literature [AGS19]

Ref. Approach Control vector [u] Driving cycle Application

[KB] ECMS + DP [ug ib] Pre-known Real-time
[NEF+14] Convex optimization + DP [ug ue ζ]T Pre-known Offline
[CMX+14b] NN + DP [ib] Real Real-time
[LJE15] Approximated DP [ue ug] Pre-known Offline
[ZX15] Fuzzy logic + DP + RB [ζ] Real Real-time
[LKB16] Extended DP [ib pH ] Bus route Offline
[LCL+18] Computational optimized DP [ζ] Real Real-time
[UMTB18] PMP + DP [ib uv ue ug] Pre-known Real-time

Dependency of solution optimality on the a priori knowledge of driving cycles is
investigated in [CMX+14b]. Here, two NN-based modules are designed based on
the availability of information about upcoming driving conditions. For known trip
conditions, the first module implements the information about trip length, trip
duration, current drive length, and current drive time to define optimal battery
current using DP. For unknown trip conditions, the authors trained the second module
using seven online variables to correlate current driving patterns to offline-segmented
ones in order to deliver the according optimized control parameters. In [LJE15],
local linear and quadratic spline approximations are implemented to simplify the
state space for DP and hence mitigate the computational load and reduce backward
calculations. The approach proved a substantial reduction in computational time
(4.9 – 11.9 s) at almost negligible degradation of fuel efficiency 0.04 – 0.19 %. Further
simplifications of the vehicle model to suit real-time application led to insufficient
fuel efficiency and numerical instability and consequently poor performance for small
energy buffers and long drives. A similar approach classifying driving conditions into
three main categories using Fuzzy Logic is introduced in [ZX15], whereto optimal
control signals are found offline using DP, achieving 0.3 – 1.5 % improvement in fuel
efficiency. Another example in [LKB16] is based on defining the state space for DP in
terms of desired cabin temperature and battery’s state of energy. The approach aims
to optimize the power management considering the non-negligible hotel load, i.a.
cabin heating, of an urban serial hybrid bus when added to the normal traction effort.
Although the application is of particular importance for in-city public transportation,
it introduces a direct implementation of Bellman’s principle without an improvement
of the DP algorithm towards real-time applicability.

A real-time DP is presented in [LCL+18] using a trip prediction model that anticipates
the speed trajectory of the vehicle within an accuracy of 78 % without GPS data.
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The search range of DP is optimized for SoCb over the prediction horizon to suit
real-time application. The core idea is based on segmenting the trip into non-identical
segments, whereto the computationally optimized DP can be applied in parallel.
Reduction of tailpipe emissions (HC, CO, NOx) has not been explicitly formulated
in the objective function but successfully achieved in the results in addition to an
improvement of 5.36 % in fuel efficiency. A mention-worthy contribution to real-time
application of DP is presented in [UMTB18]. By splitting the optimization tasks
between Pontryagins minimization principle (PMP) and DP modules, it became
achievable to maximize the fuel efficiency and minimize travel time by optimal speed
control within according constraints in real-time. The Hamiltonians for optimal
SoCb and travel time are obtained by PMP, included as objectives in DP and hence
removed from state space grids. In DP, optimal path over gear shifts and engine
on/off commands is searched over repeated distance intervals of 20 m. Real-life
application of this method seems to be questionable, taking into consideration
traffic disturbances and constraints that highly violates speed control commands and
degrades the quality of speed prediction.

The length of the prediction horizon is a critical aspect in real-time applicable DP,
which is discussed in [DCC+10]. Defining the optimization goal as minimal greenhouse
gases, the influence of prediction horizon on solution’s optimality is investigated,
putting forward the significance of simplifying DP-SS to meet the requirements
of real-time application. This trade-off between the look-ahead trip distance and
solutions optimality is resolved in [MGC+], finding situative look-ahead trip distances
for urban and highway driving conditions that significantly reduces the computational
effort and achieve near optimal solutions. In [BSKK02] and [BTK04], an insight into
feasible measures to reduce computational effort in real-time optimization methods is
introduced, focusing on state-space reduction, proper selection of sampling intervals,
and adjustment of the moving horizon.

Analysis of literature The presented review gives an insight that the following
aspects need to be properly addressed in real-time DP. First, prediction of upcoming
driving conditions based on specific characteristic variables is still an open challenge.
This is due to the fast change of these variables which leads to erroneous results.
Second, formulation of DP problem, in terms of horizon length, grid-size, and
backward search algorithm, has been only applicable offline for segments of (∆t >
10 s), whereto no guarantee is provided to check for non-precise predictions and
accordingly divergent optimizations. Based upon these conclusions, this section
presents a novel DP-based power management method, that adopts a casual vehicle
state definition to achieve robust prediction accuracy and suits real-time application.
For DP-SS, vehicle states from grid-space are implemented as driver-dependent states
(DDS)-axis; besides, discrete states for SoCsc are implemented as driver-independent
states (DIS) on another axis. This two-dimensional description of vehicle state
propagates along the time axis to mesh the full DP-SS.
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Prediction of upcoming vehicle states is performed using a statistical model, based
on DDS transitions in different driving cycles. Moreover, considering the DIS,
the cost-to-go function between states is defined and calculated offline based on
the values of related characteristic variables at each state. This transition cost
between states in DP-SS is integrated to the control module in form of lookup tables
(LUTs), whereto DP is applied online over a limited horizon to find the optimal
control strategy that yields minimal estimated cost. The algorithm is adapted in
terms of optimization horizon and DP-SS discretization to suit real-time application.
Results from experimental implementation revealed a significant improvement in fuel
efficiency that varies between 1.06 % at urban driving conditions and 29.29 % at
high-way trips compared to the adaptive rule-based strategy [MS16b].

4.2.2 Situation-based dynamic programming

The implementation of DP to solve power management problems in HEVs is based
on defining discrete vehicle states over time to generate the state space for DP [SG].
The transitions between states in DP-SS is subject to transition costs defined by
the cost function in the optimization problem. Bellman’s principle of optimality
can be applied to find the optimal trajectory from an initial to a final vehicle state
over specific time horizon, that achieves global minimum cost. Bellman’s principle
states that also subsections of this optimal trajectories are global optima as long as
the initial or final states are within their limited horizons [Bel56]. This enables a
step-wise search of the global optimal trajectory using backward- as well as forward
computation [UMTB18].

A new definition of vehicle states in DP-SS is introduced based on sub-classifying
vehicle states into driver-dependent and -independent states. Driver-dependent states
(DDSs) are mainly influenced by the power and speed demand of the driver, thus
considered as constraints for the mathematical optimization problem. On the other
hand, driver-independent states (DIS) are defined by the supercapacitor’s state of
charge SoCsc, representing the additional degree of freedom for states trajectory
throughout DP-SS. Transitions to alternative DISs are determined by the manipulated
variable ζ. Selection of SoCsc to represent DISs is due to the ability of supercapacitor
to recuperate and deliver a large amount of energy in short time and to handle high
power dynamics.

Based on achieved results in Section 4.1, DDS are defined for DP in terms of vehicle
speed v and power demand pd. The DP-SS comprises DDSs and DISs on two different
axes propagating in time as shown in Figure 4.17. Exemplified state trajectories in
the figure illustrate the flexibility to explore alternative DISs and retain identical
DDSs over the optimized time horizon. Vehicle state in DP-SS is expressed as

S = (d, î, k), (4.12)
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where d denotes vehicle’s DDS, î DIS, and k an arbitrary discrete time, such that

d ∈ {d1, d2, ...dm} and

î ∈ {̂i1, î2, ...̂in},

where m and n denote total number of discrete DDSs and DISs respectively.
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Figure 4.17: Structure of state space for dynamic programming, including driver-
dependent states (DDS) and driver-independent states (DISs) [AGS19]
Top: alternative trajectories of vehicle states in DP-SS.
Bottom: projections of alternative trajectories showing identical DDSs, yet different
DISs

Prediction of DDSs is performed based on the transition probability from current
state d(k) to next states d(k + 1), given previous state d(k − 1) as

Pr(d(k + 1)) = Tp(d(k), d(k − 1)), (4.13)

where TP is the function defining transitions probability to different upcoming states
d(k+1). For simplicity, only state transition with the highest probability is considered,
performing a deterministic DP optimization. This step reduces the computational
load rising from backward calculations. However, to count for erroneous predictions
and consequently false power management strategies, an online prediction correction
algorithm is integrated to the predictive model. The correction algorithm compares
the predicted DDS d̃(k) to actual recognized state d(k) at each discrete time instant
k. In case of state mismatch, the algorithm generates a new prediction based on the
correct state d(k). Based upon that, optimal power split strategy is searched using
AD-DP for the new prediction to be applied. Results of state prediction are shown
in Figure 4.18 showing the enhancement achieved by the correction algorithm.
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Figure 4.18: Application of prediction correction algorithm for AD-DP [AGS19]

The predicted path Pdds for DDS over an optimization horizon of length h is described
by

Pdds = [d̃(k), d̃(k + 1), ..., d̃(k + h))], (4.14)

where this prediction repeats over the moving time frame. The trajectory Rs of
vehicle states over the same prediction horizon comprising DISs in the state definition
is

Rs = [S(d, î, t)]t=k+h
t=k , (4.15)

where alternative trajectories in DP-SS should all yield identical DDSs. Besides,
alternative paths for DIS projections should comply with power density limitation of
the supercapacitor, i.e. maximum change in i per time step. To explore all alternative
trajectories in DP-SS that strictly conform to the path Pdds, the non-symmetrical
matrix R is structured as

R = [S(k) | S(k + 1) | S(k + 2) | ... | S(k + h)] (4.16)

subject to the conditions

d̃(k + n) = const. ∀s ⊂ S(k + n), n = 0, 1, ..., h, and (4.17)

size(S)
�
=! const. ∀S ∈ <. (4.18)

The cost matrix C(R) for all state transitions implied by R is defined as

C(R) =
[
CS(k)|S(k+1), ...,CS(k+h−1)|S(k+h)

]
, (4.19)
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where CS(m)|S(n) is the sub-matrix describing transition cost between two arbitrary
state vectors S(m) and S(n) at two consecutive time instants m and n respectively
as

CS(m)|S(n) =c(S(m)(1),S(n)(1)) · · · c(S(m)(1),S(n)(j))
...

. . .
...

c(S(m)(l),S(n)(1)) · · · c(S(m)(l),S(n)(j))

 , (4.20)

for l = size(S(m)) and j = size(S(n)). The cost function is calculated as

c(S(m), S(n)) =∫ tf

ti

α1meq(u,x, t) + [α2 α3]

[
∆SoCb(u, x, t)
∆SoCsc(u, x, t)

]
dt, (4.21)

where the second term of c is considered to oppress the depletion of the battery
and supercapacitor. The cost function is formulated as a weighted-sum of both
objectives; therefore, the factors α1−3 are implemented to normalize the values of
both terms in Equation (4.21). This transition cost between two states S(m) and
S(n) is minimized offline as

minimize JDP = c(S(m), S(n)), (4.22)

subject to the constrains defined in Equation (4.8d). The optimal control ũ is defined
through offline optimization for each transition in DP-SS. Optimized control vectors
for all transitions are tabulated as multi-dimensional LUTs to be implemented online.
The main entry of these LUTs is the DDS d(t), for which transition costs to neighbor
DISs are defined at different initial values for SoCb. To preclude excessive online
computations, only possible state transitions in the LUTs are made accessible based
on the entries Pdss and s(k). This accessibility is defined based on two conditions:
first , considering only LUTs for predicted DDSs in Pdds, second, eliminating non-
possible DIS transitions based on maximum ∆SoCsc per time step. This process
is exemplified in Figure 4.19, showing excluded transitions as well as local optima
in the LUTs. The figure illustrates the progressive combination of LUTs related to
Pdds. Exploration of DP-SS to find the optimal trajectory is performed backwards
using DP based on the priori knowledge of Pdds and the initial state s(k).

The implementation of this limited accessibility principle resolves the problem of
over-sized LUTs and substantially reduces total number of trajectories to be searched
backwards. Computational time needed to explore the solutions’ space and find the
optimal state trajectory could be significantly reduced considering only accessible
states in LUTs as shown in Figure 4.20. An exponential increase in both total
number of trajectories/routes and computational time is related to the size of look-
ahead window and the total number of DIS considered in DP-SS as illustrated in
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Figure 4.19: Forward structuring of LUTs for transitions cost in AD-DP, based on
the knowledge of Pdds and the s(k). Non-possible transitions (red) are excluded to
reduce over-sized LUTs and local optima (green) [AGS19]

Figure 4.20(b). However in Figure 4.20(a), the total number of routes is considerably
reduced after the exclusion of non-possible transitions. The adaptation of AD-DP in
terms of discrete levels for DISs and size of prediction horizon to suit the real-time
application of the control platform is shown in Figure 4.20(b). For this case, the
reduced number of routes at DIS=8 allows a maximum look-ahead window size of
5 s for the real-time implementation using the dSPACE control platform. The size
of look-ahead window can be easily adjusted to the computational capabilities of
different control platforms.
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Figure 4.20: Adaptation process of AD-DP to suit the real-time application [AGS19]

Working steps of AD-DP can be summarized as follows: first, vehicle states s(d, î, t)
are recognized during online driving; second, a prediction of DDS Pdds for upcoming
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h steps is generated based on the current value of d(k) using a statistical prediction
model. The predicted path Pdds should be strictly fulfilled; whereas, alternative
transitions of DISs can be explored for the optimization horizon (k+ h) based on the
initial DIS hati(k). Third, tabulated optimal solutions related to the entries Pdds
and accessible DISs from hati(k) are extracted to reduce the search space for DP.
Fourth, optimal trajectory of s(d, hati, t) is searched backwards to achieve minimal
transition cost over the optimized horizon (k + h). Fifth, optimal control vector
u(t)t=k+h

t=k is verified by the supervisory control module, to ensure the conformity to
operating limits of SoCb and SoCsc.

4.2.3 Interim results and discussion

For the test procedures, five driving cycles are selected representing different trip
conditions. The selected driving cycles are sorted up starting from urban-slow driving
at driving cycle 1 up to highway trips in driving cycle 5 as shown in Table 4.4. The
characteristics of each driving cycle such as total driven distance dtot, average values
of driving speed and acceleration v̄ and ā accordingly, and their standard deviations
of speed σ(v) and σ(a) give an indication about the speed limits, power demand,
and trip length as illustrated comparatively in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Characteristics of selected driving cycles [BLMB09]

No. Driving cycle dtot vmax v̄ σ(v) ā σ(a)

[km] [km/h] [km/h] [km/h] [m/s2] [m/s2]

(1) Mod. IM u. slow 1.7 40.4 18.1 12.9 0.45 0.36

(2) Mod. Hyz. u.3 2.9 60.3 20.4 16.8 035 0.36

(3) NEDC 11.0 120.1 42.2 28.9 0.53 0.24

(4) Mod. IM road 8.5 109.0 48.1 27.2 0.49 0.44

(5) Mod. IM mot.way 12.7 128.3 102.4 25.2 0.25 0.34

For detailed analysis, results from driving cycles 1, 3, and 4 are presented in Fig-
ures 4.21 and 4.22 as an example for urban, mixed, and highway driving conditions.
In Figure 4.21, transfer of power dynamics from the fuel cell to the battery and
supercapacitor in both strategies can be observed. This effect is explicitly defined
in the control law for Ad-RB based on different cases of load conditions [MS16b].
However in AD-DP, this effect is indirectly achieved by the solution procedures, i.e.
finding alternative states for the psc, then pb, and finally the slightest change in pfc
to accommodate the dynamics of power demand. It is also shown in Figure 4.21 that
relatively higher synergy role is assigned to the auxiliary sources at medium–high
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power demand in driving cycles 3 and 4. This reveals the ability of AD-DP to
perform better energy management (synergy/recuperation) and avoid fast depletion
of the battery charge compared to Ad-RB in Figure 4.21-c.2. It is also obvious
that the fuel cell is constantly subjected to higher load in AD-DP compared to
Ad-RB for all driving cycles. This behavior implies an efficiency drop for the fuel cell
system (including compressor and cooling efficiencies); however, the overall efficiency
including DC/DC converter could be improved. Numerical-based discussion on this
issue is given in the sequel.
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Figure 4.21: Current consumption of fuel cell, battery, and supercapacitor at urban
slow, mixed (urban-highway), and highway driving conditions using Ad-RB and
AD-DP [AGS19]

From the profiles of SoCb and SoCsc in Figure 4.22, following conclusions can be made:
First, AD-DP has been perpetually capable of yielding better charge retention for
the battery and supercapacitor at all driving cycles. This achievement is subjectively
beneficial for all-electric powertrains; however, an overall energy analysis is given
in the sequel to provide an objective discussion including consumed fuel cell energy.
Second, under low–medium power demands, Ad-RB does not show a significantly
distinctive performance compared to AD-DP. However in driving cycle 4, the battery
reached its lower bounds earlier and hence had been excluded from the synergy role
in Figure 4.22-c.1. This led to an excessive synergy role to the supercapacitor and
hence urged an unplanned drop in the on-board charge as shown in Figure 4.22-c.2.

To get an insight into the overall electric efficiency ηe, the histogram of operating
points for each power source is illustrated in Figure 4.23. The electric efficiency
indicates individual component’s efficiencies, at which power is delivered to their
respective DC/DC converters. It is expected from an efficient power handling strategy
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Figure 4.22: State-of-charge profiles of battery and supercapacitor at urban slow,
mixed (urban-highway), and highway driving conditions using Ad-RB and AD-
DP [AGS19]

to yield minimal depleted energy during propulsion and implicitly operate at higher
efficiency points. Even for optimization-based algorithms, where more energy is
temporarily depleted than in rule-based algorithms, the targeted electric efficiency
compensates this effect for the whole trip and achieves better energy efficiency. It can
be shown in Figure 4.23 that AD-DP operates evidently at higher-efficiency compared
to Ad-RB. For the battery and supercapacitor, this improvement is mildly realized
by reducing low-efficiency power split solutions and achieving higher efficiency ones.
Differently in the fuel cell, the margins of low-efficiency points is significantly shifted
to higher ones. This conceptually explains higher fuel cell load in Figure 4.21.

Moreover to maintain individual power sources operating at high efficiency, a broader
variety of optimal power split combinations should be available to counter various
load conditions without mitigating the electric efficiency. The load map in Figure 4.24
reflects this variety offered by AD-DP, where more power split solutions have been
implemented under similar load conditions for each power source. The number of
operating points for each component in the shaded areas indicates the maneuverability
of each algorithm to handle different load demands with multiple power split solutions.
This maneuverability infers the fulfillment of power demand and the achievement of
high electric efficiency at different status of on-board charge to avoid undesirable
depletion/overcharging of the battery and supercapacitor. Besides, the symmetrical
distribution of operating points in AD-DP, specially for the supercapacitor, indicates
equal performance of power handling during synergy and recuperation tasks.

The overall assessment of AD-DP is presented in Table 4.5 considering two main
stand points: the energy efficiency and driveability. The energy efficiency is a straight
forward measure to evaluate electric powertrains considering the total covered distance.
Although other factors, e.g. vehicle’s aerodynamic profile, influence this tank-to-miles
measure, it gives an insight into the power handling performance under similar driving
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Figure 4.23: Normalized histograms of the electric efficiency for the fuel cell, battery,
and supercapacitor at exemplar urban and highway driving conditions using Ad-RB
and AD-DP [AGS19]

Figure 4.24: Operating points of power sources (fuel cell, battery, and supercapacitor)
at different load conditions using Ad-RB and AD-DP [AGS19]

conditions. On the other hand, driveability is a comprehensive measure for vehicle
responsiveness, driving smoothness, and driver’s comfort [WR, Wei04, OWM+12,
JTB+18]. Although driveability is rather subjective to drivers feeling, many objective
measures have been proposed to evaluate driveability such as interior noise and
vibration [PKR], acceleration jerk [WPRY], gear business [MPCKCC16], and optimal
gear shifting to fulfill driver’s power demand [NNH+13]. This contribution considers
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the latter aspect representing the ability of PMS to fulfill driver’s power demand
without scarifying optimization objectives as a measure of driveability for the studied
electric powertrain. The rationality of this measure along with energy efficiency
analysis is important to avoid misinterpretation of higher ηen where driveability is
poor.

It is shown in Table 4.5 that AD-DP achieves better and more robust driveability
for all driving cycles. This is another advantage of the solutions variousness in
AD-DP, where the trade-off between solution optimality and driveability can be
bridged. However, it is obvious that the energy efficiency is more influenced by driving
conditions from different driving cycles. The best value for ηen could be achieved
over highway trips and contrarily, least values at urban trips. The improvement
index ε shows even negative values at driving cycles 1 and 2, which puts forward the
necessity of considering the driveability measure in the analysis. Poor driveability
in Ad-RB reveals that less power than required by driver is delivered. Therefore,
the term εeq recalculates the improvement in ηen considering equal power delivery in
Ad-RB as in AD-DP over the respective mileage for each driving cycle. This does
not negate the fact that AD-DP is trip-dependent; however, it proves that AD-DP is
capable of providing better energy efficiency at all driving conditions. This is also
explainable for a prediction-dependent optimization, where clamorous urban driving
style, see v̄, SDv, ā, and SDa (Table 4.4), leads to erroneous state prediction and
hence non-optimal results. On the other hand at steadier conditions in driving cycle
5, AD-DP achieved a significant improvement of ηen up to 29 %.

Table 4.5: Results summary for energy efficiency, driveability, and according im-
provements using Ad-RB and AD-DP [AGS19]

No.† ηen [kWh/102km] Driveability‡ [%] Improvement [%]

Ad-RB AD-DP Ad-RB AD-DP ε εeq

(1) 15.14 15.30 93.94 95.99 -1.08 1.06

(2) 13.25 13.38 95.54 97.59 -0.94 1.15

(3) 10.36 9.77 97.41 98.72 5.69 6.86

(4) 11.26 10.40 96.79 98.73 7.58 9.24

(5) 8.96 6.45 96.42 98.57 28.19 29.29

[†] Number of driving cycles in reference to Table 4.4

[‡] Driveability = (1−
∫ tf
to
‖pa − pd‖ dt/

∫ tf
to
‖pd‖ dt) ∗ 100 [%]

Detailed power delivery from each source is illustrated in Figure 4.25 for all driving
cycles. Results in this figure affirm previous findings that AD-DP performs at
best over high-way trips, but can robustly improve ηen for all driving cycles. The
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(a) Fuel cell (b) Battery (c) Supercapacitor

Figure 4.25: Detailed energy efficiency in [kWh/100km] for individual power sources
over driving cycles 1-5 [AGS19]

increase in power consumption from the fuel cell is compensated by a substantial
energy saving for both the battery and supercapacitor. This effect varies from
driving cycle 1 to 5. In urban trips, the fuel cell yielded the least energy saving
∆ηen = -10.17 [kWh/100km]. On the other side, highest energy savings for the
battery and supercapacitor of 5.79 and 5.22 [kWh/100km] respectively in the same
driving cycle. The benefit of this balanced load shifting is revealed for driving cycle
4, as the power demand became relatively higher. In driving cycle 4, a moderate
overall improvement of 7.58 % for ηen is achieved using AD-DP; besides, an early
depletion of SoCb and SoCsc to their lower bound could be spared (see Figure 4.22).
This load shifting strategy reverses gradually until driving cycle 5, where ∆ηen has
been evenly improved for the fuel cell, battery, and supercapacitor as 0.69, 1.02, and
0.82 respectively. This reveals the tendency of AD-DP to operate all power sources
under balanced conditions; so that, ηen can be improved and non-desirable depletion
of SoCb,sc can be avoided.

4.3 Situation-based model predictive control

Figures, tables, and parts of the content presented in this section are submitted for
publication as a journal paper ”Real-time applicable power management of multi-
source fuel cell vehicles using situation-based model predictive control” [AS19].

Situation-based PMSs (SB-PMSs), defining optimized solutions related to specific
vehicle situations, offer the ability to reduce computational requirements and enhance
the optimality of simple rule-based algorithms. However, the achievable optimality
in such PMSs is locally limited to each situation. This degraded, yet improvable,
optimality in SB-PMSs can be addressed by considering online optimization of
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the situated solutions for limited horizons to approach the global optimal solution.
In this context, model predictive control is an efficient optimization method that
suits real-time application. However, the availability of a valid plant model and a
priori prediction of upcoming driving conditions are prerequisites for MPC. Finding
suitable solutions to these challenges in PMSs contributes to better control of hybrid
electric vehicles. This section presents a novel PMSs that implements situation-based
MPC to define optimal control strategies for fuel cell hybrid vehicles. Pre-optimized
solutions related to predicted states are iterated online to achieve better optimality
for the look-ahead horizon. Results analysis from online testing revealed the ability
of SB-MPC to reduce total energy cost in different driving cycles.

4.3.1 Background and potential improvement

Previous work Model predictive control is an online optimization-based method,
that proved applicability in many fields, i.a. power management of hybrid electric
vehicles [HWK+17]. Attractive features of MPC include the ability to perform in real-
time and to to handle complex constraints on inputs, outputs, and system states to
operate hybrid powertrains closer to system boundaries, which increases the optimality
of provided solutions [CA98]. Therefore, MPC has been increasingly implemented
for online optimizations of power management decisions in HEVs [XHL+19]. Given
an accurate prediction of upcoming driving conditions, MPC proved the ability to
achieve 96 % of the global optimality obtained by full-DP [ZXS17].

In MPC-based PMSs, a prediction of vehicle state is required beforehand, to which
optimal control strategy can be iteratively defined [HWK+17]. Vehicle state predic-
tion can be performed using different approaches, i.a. stochastic models [LYY+16],
neural networks [LLD18], fuzzy logic, [EEH+19], or by considering particular pre-
scient assumptions [ZXS17]. System response to the manipulated variables can be
anticipated using a suitable plant model. Such model can be linear, non-linear, or
hybrid models [YWH12,BSKK02]. State prediction outside time-domain has been
also introduced based on route information only [KKd+05]. Other design parame-
ters of MPC are the length of prediction horizon, number of objectives in the cost
function, solver type, and number of iterations per time step to meet the optimality
criterion [HWK+17]. Design characteristic of MPC are summarized in Figure 4.26.

Considering pre-optimized situation-based solutions in MPC can significantly reduce
required computational time to meet the predefined criteria for optimality [JHJN19,
KRVS11]. Moreover, guided iteration of manipulated variables in MPC (based on
situated solutions) offers the advantage of considering longer look-ahead horizons for
optimization and hence yield near-optimal solutions [LLD18, XHQ+19]. However,
very few attempts to realize this concept for PMSs of HEVs can be found in
literature [HWK+17].
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Figure 4.26: Characteristics of MPC design considering modeling, design, and
prediction methods [HWK+17].

Analysis of literature The introduced review about SB-PMSs and MPC in HEVs
gives an insight into the significance of both approaches to realize optimal power
management decisions in real-time. However, following aspects are less addressed in
literature: First, although selection of the characteristic variables and their respective
discretization has a significant impact on optimization results in SB-PMSs, this
aspect is not considered so far for optimization; second, the integration of such
multi-parametric state-definition in the formulation of optimal control problem in
MPC-based PMSs has not been realized. These two aspects have a significant
potential to improve the applicability of MPC-based PMSs in HEVs through precise
definition of vehicle states and the ability to yield near-optimal solutions in real-time.

In this section, a novel SB-PMS that implements MPC to define optimal control
strategies for FCVs is proposed. Vehicle states in each situation are defined based on
the findings from Section 4.1. Offline-optimization of control decisions for each vehicle
state is conducted using NSGA-II. Optimal situated solutions are integrated to the
online control as look-up tables. Optimal power management strategies for upcoming
vehicle states are iterated online based the tabulated solutions using MPC. A state
prediction model is developed based on the selected characteristic variables using
Markov process. The introduced method is adapted to suit real-time application in
terms of maximum look-ahead size and number of iteration per time step. Online
testing using several driving cycles is carried out to evaluate the developed PMS
compared to Ad-RB method.

4.3.2 Situation-based model predictive control

The presented investigation of grid-space structure in Section 4.1 puts forward the
significant impact of certain constellations of variables to achieve robust improvement
of solution optimality and prediction accuracy of developed Markov models. As per
instant, using grid-space constellation C56 achieving 69 % of the global optimal
solution and 64.2 % prediction accuracy; hence, can be considered for the problem
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formulation of situation-based MPC (SB-MPC). Optimal power split ratios related
to vehicle states in grid-space are defined as

ζC56 = [ζ1 ζ2 ... ζm], (4.23)

where m is the total number of states in the considered constellation. The offline
optimization of ζC56 is conducted according to the criterion in Equations (4.3), (4.5),
and (4.8d) as explained in Section 4.1. The situated ζC56 is implemented as an initial
solution for MPC, to achieve better optimality of energy efficiency for extended
look-ahead horizons.

Upcoming vehicle states are predicted for limited-horizon optimization using situation-
based prediction models in Section 4.1. Referring to Equations (4.10) and (4.11),
transition probability vector can be extracted as [Γhi1,Γ

h
i2, ...,Γ

h
im] given an arbitrary

initial state Sk = si and preceding state Sk−1 = sh. Here, only highest transition
probabilities at each time step are considered for MPC, i.e. gradient weighting of
stochastic Markov process is omitted. This prediction step is repeated for the whole
moving horizon k +N .

To approach global optimality, the full driving horizon can be broken down into
smaller finite windows of time; in which online optimization can be performed. The
longer these windows are, the closer the solution can get to global optimality [LLD18].
That comes at the price of increased computational load and mitigated prediction
accuracy for longer horizons [KB]. These two aspects are particularly addressed in
the sequel.

The working principle of MPC illustrated in Figure 4.27 and can be mathematically
formulated using the state prediction for N number of upcoming steps as

S̃k+1:k+N |k−1,k =
[
S̃k+1 S̃k+2 ... S̃k+N

]
, (4.24)

to which the manipulated variable defined as

ui(k) =

 ui(k | k)
...

ui(k +N − 1 | k)

 , (4.25)

where ui(k) denotes the i-th iteration of the control u(k). Initial values for u(k) are
extracted from ζC56 according to predicted vehicle state in S̃k+1:k+N |k−1,k at each
time step.

As no set-point control is required, the estimated system output ỹi(k) according
to certain manipulated variable ui(k) is formulated to directly represent the cost
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Figure 4.27: Operating scheme of situation-based MPC: different trajectories of
predicted cost function (ỹi ( k + 1 | K), ..., ỹi(k + N | K)) for (N) look-ahead
steps based on respective iterations (i) of the future control strategy ui(k), ..., ui(k +
N − 1 | K) [AS19]

function, as similarly explained in Equations (4.3) and (4.5) with

Jmpc = ỹi(ui, x, t) =

ỹi1(ui, x, t)

ỹi2(ui, x, t)


=

 ∑t=k+N
t=k m̃eq∆t

α1∆SoCb |t=k+N
t=k + α2 ∆SoCsc |t=k+N

t=k

 , (4.26)

where the optimization task to minimize Jmpc over the look-ahead horizon is solved
subject to same constrains in Equation (4.8d). These constraints address the plausi-
bility of online optimization, i.e. retaining the operating boundaries of individual
powertrain components. Here, local optimality of Jmpc refers to minimal accumulated
cost ỹ∗ over N time steps according to an optimal control u∗(k | k). This control
decision is applied for the recent time step k, the moving horizon is swept for one
time step, and above-explained procedures are executed again for the new horizon.

Vehicle state prediction and output estimation at each iteration step are the main
aspects determining the computational load in SB-MPC. Implementing the detailed
powertrain model at each time steps for multiple iterations is computationally
adverse to the real-time applicability of SB-MPC. Therefore, a simplified powertrain
model is essential to enable working on longer prediction horizons and carry out
multiple iterations to approach global optimality. Operation of relevant powertrain
components, i.e. fuel cell, battery, supercapacitor, and the in-line DC/DC converters,
can be simplified for each power source and respective converter as a 3rd degree
polynomial. The simplified models are tuned using curve fitting tools based on
input/outputs data for each power source [ASb]. Simulation results of both original
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and simplified models for each power source including respective error are shown in
Figure 4.28. For optimization purpose over limited time horizons, this error is not
significantly relevant as long as both results show similar behavior.
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Figure 4.28: Dynamic behavior of the fuel cell, battery, and supercapacitor using
both original and simplified HEV models [AS19]

In Figure 4.29, the significant reduction of elapsed time in the optimization process
is shown, considering different look-ahead steps and number of iteration using the
simplified powertrain model. The computational time is retained / 1 ms, considering
up to 15 steps ahead for optimization and 15 iterations per step using the simplified
model (Figure 4.29(b)), compared to' 16 s required for 3 steps ahead and 3 iterations
per step using the detailed powertrain model (Figure 4.29(a)). Besides, the direct
proportionality of computational time to the number of iterations is evidently larger
than to the number of prediction steps in Figure 4.29(a). On the other side, in
Figure 4.29(b), a quasi-homogeneous proportionality of the computational time
to both prediction steps and the number of performed iterations is realized. The
computational time in the latter case suits the real-time applicability for up to
10 iterations for 10 steps ahead of state prediction.

The working steps of SB-MPC can be summarized as follows: First, vehicle speed,
calculated power demand, and the feed back signals of SoCb and SoCsc are linearly
mapped to respective vehicle state in GS. Second, information about previous and
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Figure 4.29: Elapsed time for optimization considering different look-ahead steps
and iteration per steps in SB-MPC using detailed and simplified HEV models.
Computational time is calculated for a workbench with an AMD 8-core processor
(4.0 GHz) and 16 GB DDR3 RAM. Real-time compatibility is verified for a dSPACE
platform [AS19]

current vehicle states are given to the prediction model to provide the state prediction
for upcoming horizon. Third, situated optimal solutions for the predicted states are
iterated using MPC algorithm to achieve an improved optimality of the cost function
in Equation (4.26) over the considered look-ahead time. Fourth, optimized control
vector u is verified through the supervisory control w.r.t. the operating boundaries
of powertrain components. Finally, the control u is applied, the moving horizon is
shifted one step ahead, and the whole procedures are repeated again.

4.3.3 Interim results and discussion

Test procedures of developed SB-MPC comprise three steps: First, to verify the
robustness of SB-MPC, it has been applied to a number of driving cycles including
learned and non-learned ones, i.e. driving cycles which have been considered in the
offline optimization process or not. Second, to obtain an insight into the results, a
non-learned driving cycles during offline optimization is selected for further analysis,
considering energy saving and operating efficiency. Third, a full-MPC solution is
introduced, using the detailed powertrain model, to evaluate the impact of using
simplified powertrain model on solution optimality of SB-MPC.

In Figure 4.30, the results of both objectives functions y(1) and y(2) using SB-MPC
and the conventional situation-based method are illustrated. Seven driving cycles
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Figure 4.30: Cost function minimization results, using situation-based RB method
and SB-MPC for learned driving cycles (1-6) and a non-learned cycle (7):
Top: objective functions y(1) and y(2) in figures (a) and (b) respectively,
Bottom: according percentual improvement in figures (c) and (d) [AS19]

have been considered for the test, representing different urban and highway driving
conditions [CGL17]. An evident reduction of y(1), pertaining fuel cell energy, is
achieved using SB-MPC (Figure 4.30.a.) This reduction in y(1) corresponds to an
improvement of 9–29 % compared to the solution achieved by conventional situation-
based method (Figure 4.30.c). Values of the contradictive objective y(2), oppressing
the depletion of SoCb and SoCsc, reveal 1–3 % increase in deployed power from the
auxiliary sources using SB-MPC (Figure 4.30.b and 4.30.d).

Current consumption from each power source, using different control methods is
shown in Figure 4.31. Presented results reveal the different power handling strategies
in each method to meet the control objective. For limited pre-knowledge of the
future in SB-MPC, the power synergy ratio has changed dynamically over the moving
horizon to count for inaccurate predictions of the system output. On the other
hand, full-MPC has been more capable than other methods to perform scheduled
charging/discharging cycles of the battery and supercapacitor to retain minimal fuel
cell load.

To obtain an insight into the working mechanism of SB-MPC, the cost minimization
process over the time horizon 50–63 s is shown in Figure 4.32. For each time step,
10 iterations of the manipulated variable u are performed to minimize estimated
future cost for the upcoming horizon of 10 s. Optimal control strategy for this
horizon is applied, the moving horizon is shifted for one step, and the same opti-
mization procedures are performed again. A significant reduction in the total energy
consumption Etot can be realized considering the proposed optimization strategy.
Moreover, accurate prediction of upcoming vehicle states and future cost implies fast
convergence to near-optimal solution as shown for this time-window, otherwise the
control algorithm has to explore more value for u at each time step.
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Figure 4.31: Current consumption of (a) fuel cell, (b) battery, and (c) supercapacitor
[AS19]
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Figure 4.32: Cost minimization procedures over limited time horizon using SB-
MPC [AS19]
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The ability to assign suitable synergy tasks to the battery and supercapacitor is an
important performance measure for power management methods, to reduce overall
energy consumption and avoid depletion of the on-board charge at the end of the
driving cycle [OSR16]. Final values of SoCb are approximately similar for both
SB-MPC and the classical situation-based method (Figure 4.33.a). Minimal drop
of both SoCb and SoCsc has been achieved using full-MPC as 17.9 and 2.02 %
respectively.
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Figure 4.33: State-of-charge profiles for the battery and super capacitor SoCb and
SoCsc using different power management methods [AS19]

To evaluate the proposed method, detailed energy consumption facts are presented
in Figure 4.34. The online minimization of Jmpc, led to more deployed energy from
the battery ans supercapacitor Eb and Esc to achieve a balanced synergy ratio
amongst all sources using SB-MPC and full-MPC (4.34.a). The shifted loading
of battery and supercapacitor is balanced using defined values for α1 and α2 to
avoid components degradation. The defined optimization criterion for Jmpc met an
improvement in total energy minimization of 5 % up to 62 % using SB-MPC and
full-MPC respectively (4.34.b). The achieved superior optimality using full SB-PMS
sets forth the significance of accurate, yet simple plant model in the proposed method.
However, this advantageous optimality of full-MPC is not realizable in real-time. The
overall powertrain efficiency can be mitigated by energy-saving strategies due to the
necessity to operate the DC/DC converters within certain bounds. The significant
reduction of fuel cell energy using full-MPC resulted in the largest drop of the fuel
cell efficiency ηfc, considering DC/DC conversion efficiency. This effect is less for the
battery and supercapacitor’s efficiency ηb and ηsc (4.34.c).
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Supercap.

Fuel cell

Battery

Figure 4.34: Energy saving results using different control strategies: (a) Power
synergy ration, (b) Total consumed energy, (c) Depleted energy and electric efficiency
for individual power sources [AS19]

4.4 Comparative evaluation, results analysis, and discussion

To evaluate all developed methods in this contribution objectively, a comparative test
is carried out and results are presented in this section considering the global optimal
solution. For simplicity of notation, following indexing of implemented methods is
used henceforth:

1. Ad-RB method: Based on defining heuristic control decisions for the power man-
agement in specific operating conditions [ZX15]. This method is embraced and
improved for the hybrid powertrain in this work, considering rules optimization
for predefined cases of SoCb and SoCsc [Mou16].
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2. SB-PMS: Presented in Section 4.1 considering optimally-defined vehicle states
in grid-space to specify optimal situated power split decisions for different
situations.

3. AD-DP: Presented in Section 4.2 considering discretized vehicle states in grid-
space to define a state space for DP, to explore optimal power split decisions
over a limited prediction horizon.

4. SB-MPC: Presented in Section 4.3 considering online tuning of situated solutions
to achieve better optimality for upcoming driving conditions.

5. Trained SB-PMS: by re-optimizing the situated solutions in specifically for the
test driving cycle, henceforth denoted as SB-PMS*.

6. Global optimal solution: Based on solving the optimization problem offline
using NSGA-II for the test driving cycle.

Results for energy efficiency ηen using the above-mentioned methods are summarized
in Figure 4.35. Energy efficiency ηen is a crucial aspect, that reveals the ability of
electrified powertrains to utilize on-board energy optimally and achieve maximum
driving range. The gradual improvement of ηen can be detected in Figure 4.35
towards the global optimal solution. The optimized definition of vehicle states in
grid-pace led to an improvement of 11.24 % using SB-PMS. By defining an exploration
space to minimize ηen over repeating horizons, an improvement of 18.78 % could be
achieved. However, the ability of MPC to explore more solutions than AD-DP led to
an improvement of 35.1 % in ηen.

Figure 4.35: Energy efficiency results using different power management methods

The SoC profiles in Figures 4.36 and 4.37 give an insight into the ability of each
method to utilize on-board charge and to yield maximized ηen without depleting the
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battery and supercapacitor. The deficiency of Ad-RB to retain suitable on-board
charge for synergy tasks can be detected in both figures. Both SoCb and SoCsc
dropped to their lowest boundaries early, leading to a limited ability to handle
unscheduled power demands and non-optimal loading of the fuel cell. The ability
to utilize both auxiliary power sources in synergy tasks could be improved by the
degree to which the knowledge on driving conditions is available apriori. It can be
detected in Figures 4.36 and 4.37 that the full pre-knowledge of driving scenario
in the global optimization enabled better usage of the battery and supercapacitor
through charging/discharging, yet retaining minimal drop in the SoC at the end of
the driving cycle. This advantage is realized using AD-DP and SB-MPC; however,
shorter look-ahead window in AD-DP mitigated the ability to retain reusable charge
in the supercapacitor for longer time.
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Figure 4.36: SoC profile of the battery using different power management methods
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Figure 4.37: SoC profile of the supercapacitor using different power management
methods
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The power split between the fuel cell, battery, and supercapacitor is shown in
Figure 4.38 for all power management methods. The illustrated split ratios are
related to the total consumed power in each case receptively (with reference to
Figure 4.35). Given that the fuel cell is the primary power source, the usage of other
auxiliary power sources should be balanced to retain an efficient operation of the fuel
cell at minimal drop of SoCb and SoCsc for the whole trip. This can be realized by
defining efficient scheduling of power depletion/recuperation schemes for the whole
trip. In the global optimum solution, per instance, a minimum synergy power from
both auxiliary sources has been consumed; whereas, the supercapacitor has been
cycled several times during the trip. This balance could be evidently improved by
considering optimization-based power management methods. Depletion of on-board
charge could be gradually decreased from a total of 53 % in (Ad-RB) towards 22 %
in the global optimum solution.

Fuel cell Battery Supercapacitor

(a) Ad-RB

Battery Supercap.

(b) SB-PMS

data2 Supercap.

(c) AD-DP

(d) SB-MPC (e) SB-PMS* (f) NSGA-II

Figure 4.38: Power synergy ratio between the fuel cell, battery, and supercapacitor
using different power management methods

According to presented results for the electric efficiency ηe of individual components
in Figure 4.39, the influence of targeting minimal power consumption on mitigating
the conversion efficiency of DC/DC converters can be noticed. Distribution of the
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operating points in each component on the efficiency map illustrates various efficiency
contours in each power source. It can be detected that the fuel cell has been strictly
retained at pre-specified points in different contours, owing to the role of supervisory
control. However, the density of achieved points in each contour determining the
overall efficiency can be better grasped using the average efficiency η̄e. The drop in
ηe is rather associated to situated solutions targeting minimal power consumption
in SB-PMS, SB-PMS*, and NSGA-II. However, this efficiency drop is evidently
mitigated using the online optimization methods AD-DP and SB-MPC.

The comparative evaluation of proposed methods is summarized in Table 4.6. En-
ergy efficiency results reveal the ability of SB-MPC to yield 91.29 % of the global
optimal solution. Although specifically-optimized SB-PMS* achieves close results
the compared to the global optimum, the implementation of such approach in real
driving conditions is not realizable.

Table 4.6: Comparative evaluation of different power management methods

PMS

Ad-RB SB-PMS AD-DP SB-MPC SB-PMS* NSGA-II

ηen [kWh/100km] 12,50 11.10 10.15 8.11 8.10 7.69
Improvement [%] – 11.19 18.78 35.10 35.21 38.45
driveability [%] 99.80 99.77 99.70 99.60 99.45 99.63

∆SoCb [%] 49.68 43.26 28.91 38.33 46.73 28.85
∆SoCsc [%] 56.32 53.42 52.85 1.86 41.60 28.68

Computation time [hours](†) – u 816 u 390 u 16 u 16 u 2030
Real-time applicability yes yes yes yes no no
(†) Approximated required time for preparing optimized solutions offline or

defining transitions cost in DP-SS.

Driveability is an important aspect to evaluate the achievements of different PMSs.
In case that optimally situated solutions are overridden by the supervisory controller,
fulfillment of driver’s power demand can be mitigated, leading to poor driveability.
However, the variation in driveability between different methods is not remarkable
(< 0.4 %), which infers the consistency of optimized solutions in each method.

On the other hand, total drop of SoC is minimal in both SB-MPC and in the global
optimal solution 1.86 – 28.68 %. Other PMSs consumed relatively more energy from
the auxiliary sources up to 56.32 % in Ad-RB method, which leads to increasing
non-optimal loading of the fuel cell to recharge the battery and supercapacitor.

Required time to prepare optimized solutions reveals the computational load associ-
ated to each method. Formulation of AD-DP is more laborious compared to SB-MPC
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due to the necessity to compute the cost-to-go values in DP-SS beforehand. The
formulation of SB-MPC is dependent on defined solutions in SB-PMS, which could
be explicitly added to the time. However, in contrast to SB-PMS* and NSGA-II, the
optimized solutions in SB-PMS are not limited to specific driving cycles and hence
can be implemented in real driving conditions robustly.
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5 Summary, conclusion, and outlook

5.1 Summary

This thesis proposes novel solutions to the recent challenges in power management
of hybrid electric vehicles. The overview on state-of-the-art literature reveals the
conflict between real-time applicability and solution optimality of power manage-
ment strategies (PMSs). Hereby, the analysis of several attempts addressing this
problem points out the significance of situation-based solutions to achieve better
optimality in real-time at reduced complexity. However, situation-based PMSs suffer
at two main deficits: first, lack of an optimal definition of vehicle state, in terms of
multiple characteristic variables (vehicle speed, power demand, ..., etc.), to which
optimal situated solution can be determined; second, limited local optimality of such
situated solutions, which degrades the possibility to target near-optimality. Properly
addressing these problems contributes to the potentiality of situation-based PMSs to
acquire optimal solutions in real-time.

In this contribution, problems related to situation-based PMSs are systematically
tackled as follows: First, a set of characteristic variables are selected based on
their significance in literature to define vehicle states in a multi-dimensional space
(grid-space). Offline optimization of control strategies is conducted offline. These
optimal situated solutions are integrated to the SB-PMS to be applied online at
related driving situations. Hereby, different constellations of these variables at various
discretization levels are investigated to achieve suitable definition of vehicle states
that yields best results of SB-PMS. Second, to improve the local optimality of
situated solution in SB-PMS, online optimization using dynamic programming (DP)
and model predictive control (MPC) is implemented. To this aim, a state prediction
model is developed based on the statistical transitions of defined vehicle states. The
state space for DP is structures considering the power synergy from supercapacitor as
manipulated variable to improve the energy efficiency for limited look-ahead horizons.
On the other hand, MPC has been implemented, as a gradient-free optimization
method, to iterate the situated solution for upcoming vehicle states using a simplified
drive-line model. The proposed methods are adapted to suit real-time application
in terms of prediction length, number of iterations, and size of explorable space of
solutions. Comparative evaluation of proposed methods is presented considering the
global optimal solution, to point out the achievements and potential improvement in
each method.

5.2 Conclusion and key results

The presented work in this contribution implemented systematic steps to achieve
near-optimality in real-time. This enabled setting forth usable conclusions after
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each step to assess the achievements and downsides of proposed methods. First,
multiple characteristic variables are investigated to define vehicle states for SB-
PMS. According to the presented results, an evident improvement of vehicle state
representation in grid-space could be realized by optimizing the discrete values of
grid-space axes. Moreover, the statistical analysis of obtained results puts forward the
significant potential of specific constellations of variables to achieve an improvement
up to 26.8 % in energy efficiency compared to the adaptive rule-based method.
Whereby, development of statistical predictive models using transitions of defined
vehicle states in grid-space has been possible, achieving prediction accuracy up to
65 %.

Second, the local optimality of situated solutions in SB-PMSs can be tackled using
online optimization methods. The implementation of DP requires pre-defined state
space, in which a cost-to-go should be calculate for each transition between vehicle
states. Based on a priori knowledge of upcoming vehicle states, optimal trajectories in
the state space can be defined using backward calculation to achieve minimal overall
cost. On the other hand, for online optimization using MPC, a priori calculation of
transition costs in grid-space can be precluded; however, a simplified drive-line model
is required to anticipate vehicle’s response to iterated control strategies. According
to the presented comparative evaluation in Section 4.4, it can be concluded that
the integration of MPC to situation-based PMS has been successful to achieve
near-optimal solutions (91.29 % of the global optimum). Classical situation-based
solutions are inferior to their online-tuned rivals but can be robustly applied at
different driving conditions. Moreover, optimized situation-based solutions for specific
driving cycles can achieve 91.57 % of the global optimal at minimal computational
requirements, which promotes SB-PMS in particular applications where the vehicle
route is predefined (such as city buses or hybrid locomotives). Subsequent to SB-
MPC, AD-DP achieved an improvement of 18.78 % in energy efficiency, whereby
the deterministic knowledge of targeted states in DP-SS is a favorable aspect, that
enables efficient load scheduling beforehand. The achieved improvement in energy
efficiency using developed power management methods is verified simultaneously
with the ability to yield minimal drop of the on-board SoC and to retain minimal
impact on driveability.

Based upon previous conclusions, it can be stated that the proposed methods in this
contribution can successfully resolve the conflict between real-time applicability and
solution optimality of power management methods using optimally-defined situation-
based solutions. Whereby, the main challenges in SB-PMSs are carefully addressed
in this thesis: definition of vehicle states in each situation and local optimality of
situated solutions. In this context, the main contributions and new results of this
this thesis can be pointed out as follows:

• Systematic selection, optimal discretization, and statistical analysis of 162
constellations of characteristic variables to define vehicle states for SB-PMS is
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conducted for the first time, leading to a significant improvement of 11.19 % in
energy efficiency.

• Development of state prediction models based on optimized multi-parametric
definition of vehicle state is newly introduced, achieving prediction accuracy
up to 65 %.

• Online optimization of situated solutions using DP and MPC, achieving up
to 91.29 % of the global optimum solutions, is a novel advance in real-time
optimization-based PMSs.

5.3 Remarks and outlook

Whereas the proposed methods in this contribution could achieve significant improve-
ments in energy efficiency, high driveability, and retention of reusable on-board charge,
the introduced results analysis for each method reveals following shortcomings, which
can be considered for further improvement:

• Despite the favorable real-time applicability of SB-PMSs, related computational
efforts are comparatively high during offline optimization. This could be
partially addressed in this contribution considering optimal constellations of
characteristic variables. However, investigating the impact of control parameters
and driveability constraints to find optimal solutions faster could be useful.

• The complexity of dynamic programming (DP) problem is highly sensitive to
the size of state space of explorable solutions. Considering multiple manipulated
variables contributes to better solutions defined by DP, leading however to
mitigated real-time applicability. Considering tabulated cost-to-go values
for DP-SS in this work could significantly reduce the computational effort;
nevertheless, considering an adaptive size of DP-SS is a possible next step.

• The accuracy of simplified drive-lines models is a critical aspect in MPC.
Inaccurate anticipation of system response can deviate the iterated solution
from optimality. In this work, providing a specific trajectory of situated
solutions to be iterated tackled the divergence of iterated solutions; however,
working on improved accuracy of simplified models of hybrid powertrains can
contribute to MPC-based PMSs.
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